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Portland State University Alumni News FalllWinter 1984 
Portland State University 
Alumni News 
FalllWinter 1984 
On the inside 
Alice Stewart, M.D. I 3 
British epidemiologist comes to PSU to 
reminisce, but finds more work 
Foollwll Coach Don Read / 5 
His Vikings spent four years building character 
to win '84 championship 
Fit or fal; iI', up 10 you / (, 
A PSU health professor and the "Father of 
Aerobics" take their fitness messages to the 
public 
urtoons for Our Times / 8-9 
The '60s at PSU produced three prominent 
cartoonists, and another is born of the '80s. 
Vanport Reunion '84 / 11 
Steve Epler and Joe Holland come back for a 
nostalgic visit 
AlumNoles / 4 
Speaking of Alumni, .. / 11 
Foundalion News / 12 
Compu5 News / 13·14 
Calendar / 15 
On lhe cOYer: Fa ll' s changeable weather is 
mirrored in puddles on HPE's rooftop tennis 
courts, which should be covered by spring. 
See page 13. 
Right here 
As he readies himself for City 
Hall, Portland's mayor-elect 
shares his urban visions. 
by Cynthia D. Stowell 
Bud Clark, Portland's spirited 
mayor-elect, keeps coming back to 
Portland State. 
Whether it's to take a class, find 
talent, or drop off a bag of money, 
the former Vanporter has been a 
frequent visitor to campus. And the 
school - as extension center,. col lege 
and university - has been an 
undeniable part of the urban 
landscape that has shaped the new 
mayor. 
Clark enrolled at Vanport as an 
"idealistic" youth just out of lincoln 
High School, and spent a year 
studying business technology and 
playing a lot of pinochle. In the next 
decade, after his first wife died in a 
traffic accident, he sought intellectual 
solace in anthropology and geology 
classes at Portland State College 
("they were still playing pinochle"). 
Then in 1984, PSU speech professor 
and Clark campaign manager Ben 
Padrow helped engineer Clark's 
surprise defeat of incumbent Mayor 
Frank Ivancie in the May primary. 
Immediately, the mayor began 
brushing up on public administration 
in a private seminar with PSU's Dan 
OToole and PSU adjunct professor 
Jim Marshall. And as January 
approaches, Clark and his staff are 
using O'Toole's talents as a facilitator 
to help them set goals for the next 
four years in City Hall. 
Throughout 23 of these eventfu l 
years, Clark was a tavern-keeper, 
depending on the patronage of PSU 
students and faculty who flocked to 
first one tavern, the Spatenhaus, and 
then another, the Goose Hollow Inn. 
In fact, Clark helped memorialize one 
of his patrons, Bruce Baer - a former 
Vanguard editor whose successful 
media career was cut short when he 
died of cancer - by setting up a cash 
award in his name for public affairs 
reporting. PSU Foundation staff can 
remember at least one occasion when 
Clark came in with a paper sack full 
of money collected at "the Goose. " 
Now, of course, PSU people 
wonder if Clark, in his new mayoral 
duties, will remember the school up 
on the Park Blocks, not only with 
nostalgia (and a nice mention on 
Johnny Carson's Tonight Show) but 
Portland, Oregon. • In 
o--~.,--
also with a commitment to the "vital 
partners" notion that has been on the 
agenda of PSU presidents and 
Portland mayors for more than a 
decade. And Portlanders in general 
are anxious to see whether Clark has 
the ideas to match the enthusiasm he 
brings to city government. 
PSU Perspective talked with Bud 
Clark in October, during the quiet -
but not idle - time before the 
general election, to find out just what 
he envisions for the city, its 
inhabitants and its institutions. These 
are some of his words. 
Importance of the urban university: 
We've got to have a liaison there. 
All the colleges in the area must be 
strong because we want businesses to 
come into this area and a large reason 
for coming in is fine and excellent 
educational facilities. Students coming 
~~~--~--~~ 
Mayor-elect Bud Clark 
here from out of state, or from other 
parts of the state, can be an industry 
and business within itself. We're all in 
one bag together ... 
I don't know if it's the influence of 
the legislature or the State Board of 
Higher Education, but moneys tend to 
go to the other state colleges before 
Portland State. 
Also, it looks to me like the state 
colleges and community colleges are 
competing with each other for 
students. I think they should 
cooperate more. 
What the city can offer PSU: 
Advocacy. I'd like to encourage 
people within city government to 
extend their education and take 
sabbaticals or just take courses on 
their own. We should be constantly 
improving city government and 
Continued on p. 2 
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Clark wants to tie colleges to city, and city to rest of state 
Continued from p. 1 
making it more efficient, and 
education is part of that. At the 
college level, people will help 
themselves, so what you do is 
encourage and advocate. 
It seems like whenever the city 
wants a consultant they go to 
California. Why not get somebody out 
of Portland State? These two 
gentlemen (O'Toole and Marshall) 
have done work for other parts of the 
city government - facilitating goal 
setting for the zoo and the fire 
department - and it's been written 
up in national magazines. 
This goes (or the business 
community, too. Say you've got a 
project that your company wants to 
do and there are some students at 
Portland State who want on-the-job 
experience. There should be ways to 
gel them together. 
Right here in Portland, Oregon: 
~nn?l~k~~ ~~~ ~~~f:~d ~~;!S 
pages first .' He nry Pittock was trying 
to make that point in 191 5 when he 
built the Pittod Mansion. He used all 
local labor, local talent, and the light 
fixtures were cast in Portland. 
Nobody learned (rom that. The 
Metropolitan Arts poster that won a 
prize here - they started to get an 
outside printer and outside distributor, 
and we've got the best worldwide 
distributors and the best printers right 
here in Portland, Oregon. 
Whal Bud's been up 10: 
Bud's been working his butt off, I' ll 
tell you that. He's been meeting 
"My God, I get good vibes 
from neighborhoods I go to and 
boardrooms I visit. 
bureau heads and many functionaries 
~~i~t~:e~t~ f~:e~~;;;~~tfo~:::~k 
because he is the mayor ... 
I've been down to Salem to talk to 
the department heads which influence 
enormously what goes on in Portland, 
from the highway and transportation 
department to unemployment and 
human resources. They were floored 
by that - no city official had ever 
done that before. 
We've talked to, I hope, every level 
of businessmen in Portland. I spent 
about three hours with the mayor of 
Sapporo. I've talked to Japanese 
businessmen, to JETRO, a Japanese 
trade organization . I've talked to Or. 
Ha from Lewis and Clark on 
international trade and gotten his 
views. I've got a schedule that most 
people cou ldn' t keep up with. I'm 
embarrassed that we haven't gotten 
through all the mail and phone 
messages and gonen back to people. 
We've just been inundated. 
Defining 'mayor' has been a lot of 
the job right now. I've been going to 
2 
the people and trying to interpret from 
their reactions what sort of mayor 
they want. 
What the people of Portland want 
from their mayor! 
I think they want to be represented . 
I think they want to have a voice in 
their government. They want to be 
proud of their mayor. When they are 
represented someplace they don't 
want to be embarrassed by that 
mayor . 
There was a revolution in the late 
Sixties, all over the c ity, and it started 
with people getting involved in 
government. That' s when I started on 
the neighborhood associations. Then 
when Frank (lvancie) got into office it 
was just like going back to the 1950s. 
The- pendulum had swung too far and 
" I want to jump that river and 
make the east side a very vital 
part of the city." 
too quickly and by my election 
you've seen this explosion of delight, 
so to speak, which surprised me. 
My God, 1 get good vibes from 
neighborhoods I go to and 
boardrooms I visit and everywhere! 
The mayor's rote: 
Under the duties of mayor, all it 
says is, "The mayor shall supervise 
the affairs of the city." That covers 
everything. It depends, therefore, on 
the mayor and how much he wants to 
get involved . We don' t want to get 
involved in so many things that we're 
not effective. But it's also important 
that we leave ourselves wide open. 
Thal's our philosophy. 
Fifty percent of it will end up in 
protocol and being public about 
things and representing the city. The 
other fifty percent is probably 
administration or making the right 
decision - making the decision that's 
best for the whole city, not anyone 
particular interest group. 
The quality of life in Portland: 
People get so interested in the 
bUildings, they think of the city as 
being a physical structure and forget 
that the physical structures are built 
for the people to be in and not just to 
be monuments. It 's supposed to be a 
self-satisfy ing life and there should be 
prosperity and it should be humane. 
I could have stayed in California 
when I got out of the Marine Corps 
but I wanted to come back to 
Portland because I loved this city and 
loved the people here much more. 
And I figured out a way to stay here 
and make a living, raise a family . I 
don 't want to have to see my kids 
leave the state to go work someplace 
else. That's one reason we need that 
economic development. Responsible 
economic development. eh? 
Bud Clark and his transition staff are 
using tM talents of PSU's Dan O'Toole, 
School of Urban & Public Affairs 
(above), to assist in goal-seHing. 
Development in Portland: 
Everybody on the west side wants 
to put everything on the west side and 
that's ridiculous. During this 
administration I want to jump that 
river and make the east side a very 
vital part of the city ... The inner east 
side business area's just hotter than 
hell to get going with their plans. 
Portland as the regional hub: 
I like to look at it regionally. This is 
really the hub of the Pacific 
Northwest and Columbia Basin 
empire. We ought to sell ourselves as 
the commun ication center. We can 
be a great convention center city, a 
great tourist center. We're the 
PSU alumni 
are winners in 
local elections 
The general election Nov. 6 was 
notable for the high turnout of voters. 
Equally impress ive was the high 
visibility of Portland State alumni in 
city, county and state races. 
Perspective congratulates the 
following alums who were elected to 
office: 
Rick Bauman (,73) 
State Rep., 13th DiS!. 10) 
Margarel l. Carler ('73) 
Stale Rep., t81h DiS!. (D) 
Ron Cease (Vanport) 
Siale Rep., t9th DiS! . (D) 
Bruce Hugo ('74) 
Siale Rep., tst DiS!. (D) 
Tom Mason ('67, '74 MS) 
Siale Rep. , 11th Dis!. (D) 
Rod Monroe ('66, '69 MST) 
State Senator, 7th Disl. (0) 
Glenn 0110 (Vanporl) 
State Senator, 11 th Disl. (0) 
William Probstfield ('77) 
Sheriff, Washington Co. 
Roy Rogers ('70) 
County Commissioner, Wash. Co. 
John Schoon ('75 MBII) 
Slate Rep ., 341h Dis!. (R) 
Mike Schrunk ('64) 
Dist. Attorney, Multnomah Co. 
Bob Shiprack ('72) 
Slate Rep., 23rd DiS! . (D) 
launching-off spot - you come to our 
jX)rt and you go see the rest of the 
state. 
We've put our political career on 
the line for a convention center in 
Portland ... 1 would like to fund it 
regionally, at least Clackamas, 
Washington and Multnomah 
Counties, through hotel/motel taxes or 
something. We've got a committee 
investigating that. 
The rest of the state: 
Portland has tended to set itself up 
as imperial Portland, dividing itself 
from the rest of the state. I went down 
to the Oregon Mayors Conference in 
Ashland - they were delighted as 
hell to see me there. And there's 
strength in that because when 
Portland goes to the legislature they 
should have some support from the 
outlying regions. There has always 
tended to be a battle and then 
nothing gets done in the whole state. 
" Is Bud Clark serious?" 
We'll have a certain amount of fun, 
but we'll still maintain the dignity 
that's needed. I used to wear suits all 
the time in my younger days ... 
I don 't want people to be upset 
because I go "whoop whoop" - that 
just adds color to the city of Portland. 
I'll do the best job I can and I think 
it' ll be a damn good job. But you 
never know until it's over, do you? 
Jm[J 
~rspective 
PSU~~ispubli~quar1eflydurlnglhe 
)'e¥ by News and Iflfotrni,lion Servius Jor 
alumni. fiICUlty »Id sWf and "~nds of POtdand 
Statt'Uni~lY. 
fditorCynlh iaO.Stowell 
Conlribwt"", Cla~~Heifl'65 
Ctiff)ohmoo 
~,&lrtotPalSc:otI 
0wInp of Midl'ftl: Send boIh fleW .uxI old 
addm.seto PSU L'ftspedM, P.O . Box 7S1, 
Pof'Itaod 5Yt~ Unr-sity, Ponbod, Oresoo. 
97207. 
'~b: IIthi~ issue is addressed 10)'00' son (It 
ti.ultlle1 who flO Iooger mairuins a permaoent 
~ at your home, please flOtify the PSU 
Alumni Offa 003·229-4948) of the fleW mlilint; 
........ 
PSU supportS equ.1 educational opportunity 
wil:houl~lOsex, race, I'Iandiup,., 
nationaIorisifl , m¥iUI sUlU§,(ltMigion. 
Adversity met with cheer by pioneering scientist 
by Cynthia D. Siowell 
She is a 78·year.-old epidemioiogisl 
who has spenl over Ihirty years 
gathering data that links low·level 
radialton with cancers. She was 
passed over for a chair at Oxford and 
has been spurned by governments 
and colleagues alike. 
Alice Stewart, M.D. could easi ly be 
a cantankerous old lady invoking 
doomsday jargon and shaking her fist 
at a scientific community that has 
refused to admit her to its coveted 
inner circles; or she might be a 
broken idealist fading into 
professional obscurity with only her 
statistics to comfort her. 
Instead, the energetic 
Englishwoman has kept both her 
humor and her humanism intact. And 
she makes il clear that she's (ar from 
finished with it all. 
Or. Stewart came to Portland State 
for three months in the lale summer 
and early fall to relax and reminisce 
about her long, controversial medical 
career - a career that rode the wave 
of optimism follow,"g the 
introduction of antibiotics in 1939 
and continues on amidst the anxieties 
of the nuclear age. But while people 
were expecting the Birmingham 
University professor to speak in the 
past tense, Stewart was lining up 
work that could keep her busy for 
another thirty years. 
"Obviously one can't go on 
forever," Stewart remarked, "but 
when you're in the middle of an 
exciting story you naturally want to 
goon." 
The story did continue dunng her 
PSU viSIt. While she was here, 
Stewart co-autholed a paper with her 
hosI, PSU physics profE!SSOf Rudi 
Nussbaum; she analyzed data 
collected for a court case involving 
the Rocky Flats nuclear weapons 
plant outside Denver; and she moved 
a step closer to one of her greatest 
goals - gaining access to data on 
survivors of the Hiroshima~Nagasaki 
atomic blasts. 
" It's quile easy now for people 
10 withho ld grants from me. 
They just say I'm too old." 
Siewart has loog believed lhal the 
offICial A-bomb survivor study 
sponsored by the American and 
Japanese governments is fatally 
flawed. lIS conclusion that there were 
no significant health effects from 
radiation after five years has been the 
basis for worldwide radiation safety 
standards. But Stewart thinks the data 
will """,al "profound" cancer effects 
once the "healthy survivor effecr' of 
the blast itself is separated out from 
the later infection deaths. "You blow 
the lab to pieces and then you pick 
up the corpses from the street 
afterwards and you expect thai 10 be 
telling you something about the 
experiment you set out withllt's 
nonsense!" 
" Funny enough, " the controversy that has greeled Dr. Stewart's 
discoveries in radialion-caused cancer has made grant money 
scarce bUI has crealed enough work for decades to come. 
political establishment and gave her a 
lifelong focus came in 1956 when the 
Oxford professor was poring through 
data from what is now the largest 
continuing childhood cancer survey 
ever undertaken. What Stewart 
reported was that a single diagnostic 
X~ray administered to a pregnant 
woman can be responsible for the 
later development of cancer in the 
child. It was a chilling conclusion that 
raised f'TlOf"e questions than the doctor 
could ever hope to answer. 
" I've taken on a job thars going to 
take more than a single person's 
lifetime to so/ve," she said. 'What 
we found was the tip of an iceberg 
and a few other people are bumping 
into the iceberg." 
'Why, Alice, are you spending 
so much time on a subject of 
no social importance?' 
Almost more shocking to Stewart's 
medical colleagues than her study 
results was the fact that the respected 
physician had left a promising clinical 
career for the much less prestigious 
field of public health epidemiology, 
then in its rather "clumsy" infancy. 
Stewart laughs at the reaction. "They 
said to me, "'Why, Alice, are you 
spending so much time on a subject 
of no social importance?'" 
Stewart even broke a family 
tradition: both her parents and her 
brother were physicians and all (our 
were fellows of the Royal College of 
Physicians. Stewart admits, however, 
that she was never "all that mad keen 
on treating people." Diagnosis was 
t what captured her imagination, and 
oJ temporary wartime jobs had shown 
o her that "more interesting problems iu~ lay outside the hospital than ever 
came into it." 
!" "At wartime, the public begins I. asking awkward questions that the '--~-::---::-::, medical prolession really doesn'l 
know the answers to - like 'What 
will happen to everybody if we all eat 
noth ing but potatoes?'" When a 
question came up about TNT and 
outbreaks of jaundice and anemia, 
Stewart sought an answer in two 
Until Stewart and Nussbaum visited 
the biostatistics department at the 
University of Washington, which 
works closely with the Radiation 
Effects Research Foundalion, all doo<. 
had been closed to the persistent 
scientist. But the contacts she made 
while in Portland sent her back to her 
portable office in Birmingham with a 
lilt in her step. 
Irs not that she enjoys scaring 
people. "Once (the evidence isl really 
out, I'm afraid that people will be 
very shaken," she said. I(s thai 
Stewart has an almost compulsive 
desire to set the record straight, to fiJe 
the cold eye of statistical analysis on 
an emotionally-charged and widely 
misunderstood topic. 
Stewart is continually amazed at 
the violent readions to her findings. 
When she and colleagues Thomas 
Mancuso CU. 01 PillSOOrghl and 
George Kneale (Birmingham) 
confirmed cancer risks to workers at 
the Hanford defense plant in eastern 
Washington in 1977, Mancuso lost 
his government contract and the study 
was taken in·house. "The first 
readion to the Hanford MSK study," 
recalls Stewart, "was almost a 
shouling malch. ' If we shoulloud 
enough,' said the government, 'we' ll 
shout you down.' And it was quite 
astonishing to me." 
Watching money dry up has 
become a common experience for 
Slewan, however. ''I've had to do 
eve<ything from scralch 10 gel money, 
and then, when I came across the 
gigantiC problem of radiation ... I 
never managed to get the grants to 
match it. It's quite easy now for 
people to withhold grants from me. 
They juS! say I'm old. BUI ifs been 
happening far too long." 
The discovery that set Stewart on a 
collision course with the medical and 
=~ ~~'"filn~I:~ ~f~:j' 
~=~ fa:Pu=i~~ 
childhood survey. 
like many other women during 
World War II, Stewart was much in 
demand until the war ended. '" got 
right up and was kept right down," 
she said. " Out, funny enough, it was 
jus! right for me penonally. ff I'd 
been pushed upstairs, eventually I'd 
~ sltting on committees and world 
hea lth and all sorts of Ihings. II may 
have been quite interesting ... but I 
stayed at my own drawing board in a 
way which, if I'd been a man, would 
never have happened." 
eo..tMued on P. 13 
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Compiled by Cliff Johnson 
Vanport 
MU'I~II'd Dobson, Vice President of Academic: 
Affairs at ?SU. was ooe 01 she pefSOOS inducted 
into the Oregon SportS Hall of fame on Aug. 
25. Others honored were Goo« Petrie, Hal 
laycoe, Art)ones, Emery Neale and Mickey 
lolkh. 
Bill CrolCe, who retired in 1982 as harbormaster 
for the City of Portland. has returned 10 PSU to 
work toward his degree in political science. His 
two 5005, RicNrd and J.vnes, are both PSU 
graduates. 
'60 
Ardyth Shapiro 1'66 MS) served as guesl soloist 
during ill recent Oresori Symphony Pops 
program Oil Portland Civic Auditorium. A 
consoltam in children's literature, Shapiro has 
worked for Callin Gabel School in Portland and 
the Portland and Beaverton school districts. 
'61 
Judith K. Holei' (8S), president and chi~ 
executive offICer of The May Company 
California in lm Angeles, a 34-store retail 
chain with annual ~enues of S700 million, 
has been elected a director of the Greyhound 
Corporation, ~ilC, Ariz . She also is a 
member of the Committee of 200, a select 
group of the top 200 women exec:utiv6 in 
business in me United States. 
'64 
M«y at. Brandl (85), iii 2a-year veteran of 
diplomatic knign senoice, has begun her new 
assignl1'lenl as director of the U.S. Consulate in 
Poznan, Poland. To deal with foreign 
diplomCltic matters, she su~lses three other 
Ameriuns and TO Polish nat;Onals. She ts a 
native d Silytrton, Ore. 
'65 
Paul Pint.rich IBS}, book editor of The 
OretJooian, related his pe1'SOOal confront.ation 
with the sudden onset 01 heart disease in a 
column appearing in lhe Friday, Aug. 10 
edition of the newspapel' . 
'66 
I»vid C. ludkins lOA) works as a systems 
analyst for the Oregon ~rtmenl of Fish and 
Wildlifto in Portland, specializing in computer 
work for commercial fisheries applications. 
'67 
MoUy Ann MIItin (MS) 5ef'VeS as the eduaTion 
coon:fin;llof/spec~1 «iualion lexher for the 
Head Start program in Goldendale. Wash. 
'68 
1'hom.. W. DrJ;vdin (MSW), administrator of 
Odd felkJws HoIsate Cenlel', a low income 
rehabilitation and mlrement fxllity In 
southeast Port1¥Id, win t.ke offICe }an. I as a 
member of the Metrop)litan 5efvlce District 
council. Metro, headquarten!d in Portlilnd, 
decides reslonat issues which might conflict 
with the intere!lt!ofcities. 
David O. tohnIon (85), president of ~nson 
Acoustical & Supply Co., Portland, has been 
elecled prt'Sideot 01 the Rotary Club of Portland 
for 1984-aS. The Portt.md dub, with 7]5 
members, is the third largest of the world's 
20,700 Rotary Clubs. 
4 
Anne Wu (MST, '8] Ed.OJ has been named 
principal of Fowler Junior High School in 
Tigard. Ore. She formerly was vice princip;ll at 
FowlPr for wven years, as well as vice principal 
aT Twality, TIgard's only ocher junior high 
school. 
Tem. wette 0 1 MS, '76 Ph.D.), an assistant 
professor 01 medicine at Harvard Medical 
School, re<ently was named Associate Direc:tor 
of the Harvard Geriatric Education Center. She 
conducts research and teaches about health 
policy and aging, as well as ethical issues in 
geriatric care. 
'69 
James R. Oilvis (85) owns a sport equipment 
firm, Running Outfitters, located in Portland 
near the PSU campus. 
Jane L H.agwetl (MS) is teaching fourth grade at 
Robert Gray Elementary School in longview, 
Wash. this fall. She has seven years preYKJuS 
teaching experience. 
Midarl A. Nrbon (85) 
has been named vice 
president at BenjFran 
Development, Ipc., 
Portland, areal estate 
~opment subsidiary 
of Benj. Franklin 
Savings and loan 
Association. He was 
pm;ident of Dimension 
Homes, Inc. fOf 12 
years before joining 
BenjFran to manage the 
cor'l'\f)any's Portland 
. office. 
aobert I. s.. ..... lr. ('74 MAl is the edilof of 
a ney.' book entitled, "An lunerican Adviser In 
late Vi Korea: The Lenen 01 Owen Nickrrson • 
Denny," published by the University of 
A1abamil Press. 
ft_ T ...... (SSt is the newcvrriwlwn 
coordinator fOf lhe Battle Ground, WiI$h. 
School District. She has been a district 
employee for the ~ 16 years. 
'7.0 
tbrrid E. Aciltr' 07 MS) h the new principill 
of King PrilT}dry School, Portland. She fonnerly 
was curriculul'rf administrator for staff 
development in the Portland P\.Jblic Schools, 
and joined the district in 1969 as a teacher OIl 
Kins. She also hilS held several other po!>itions 
in ~ school district. 
<Mol JOInt Ibnp (8A), a r:-Iorthwest poet, 
recently wrote a book entitled "The Bones of 
the Earth." She has Iaught at the t:lniver5ity of 
Oregon, Boise State University ~nd Bellevue 
Community Collese in Washington. She also 
conducted the Washington State • 
Po!try-in-the-Schools program. 
Betty Carrithers ('84 MS), a teacher at Mid 
Valley Elementary School, Odell, Ore., returns 
10 her professional duties this faU after receivins 
a master of science degree in rI~ry 
education from PSU in June. 
........ '.Moclodt 
(8S) ~ been named 
~managerfor 
Norris & Stevens 
Reahors, Portland. He 
formerly was projKt 
manage' for westwood 
Construction Co. and 
Christensen 
ConSiruction Co. A 
native of Portland, he Is 
m,miedand the fathef 
of two children. 
Roy 101ft'S (85), mayor of Tualatin, Ore. for 
the paST eight years, bc.>comes the newes! 
member of the Washington County Board of 
Commissioners in )anuary. The county is 
forecast 10 be the fastest·growing In Oregon 
through the year 2000. Rogers also is a partner 
in one cJ Tfgard, Ore. 's fastest growing 
accounting firms . 
NMKy 0'1IourIIe Tana ('73 MBA), an assist.ant 
professor of business -adminktration at PSU, has 
been elected 10 the Board of Trustees of The 
Educational Foundation of AWSCPA-ASWA, an 
organization founded ;<>indy by the American 
Woman's Society of Certified Public 
Accountants and the Amefican Soctety of 
Woman Accountants, both national 
organizaTions. 
'71 
Steven R. Cotton (BS), partner in an Oregon 
City, Ore. law firm, was elected one of seven 
1984 Oregon electors for President Ronald 
Reagan. Cottoo also serves as legal counsel to 
the Clackamas County Republican Central 
Committ~, and is a member of the Oregon 
Republican Council of legal Advisers. 
G5enn Weybrilht ('74 MSl, formerly head of 
speech language pathology at the Portland 
Center for Hearing and Speech, has established 
a private practice in speech pathology, with 
two offICes located in Pool.md and lake 
Oswego, On!. 
'72 
J.cques Oef(d, ISS) is the district attorney in 
Malheur County, On!. 
Sarah J. Hettkin (MSW) is a psychiatric social 
worker at the Pany Center for Children, 
Portland. 
P.aut )elbn (85) has been named principal of 
Willamina Junior High School near Sheridan, 
Ore. He was vice principal and athletic direc:tor 
at Dayton Junior and Senior High School, 
Dayton, Ore. before going 10 Willamina. 
Wendy G. lehnttt (BA), associate professor 01 
computer and inform;ition sclencr at thr 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, is 
conductins studies on aniflCial intelligence. 
Fundins fOf her next: five years 01 research has 
been authorized by the White House Offke cJ 
Science and Techno&ogy, which recently 
named l81nerl among 200 young Ph.D. faculty 
KrosS the country to receive similar support. 
Oilvid L Shiller ('78 M8A) has been promoted 
10 partner in the international public accounting 
firm of Ernst & Whinney. He is now in charge 
of the finn's national cash management 
consulting group. His firm has more than ]00 
offices worldwide, Incloding Kans-s City, 
where Shafer works. 
Edwin Srebnik (M8A) has jOined KMS Financial 
Services, tnc., Penland, as a ~istered 
representative who will develop financial and 
pensioo plans for individuals and firms . A 
certified financial planner, he formerly was 
with Interpaclfic Investors Services, Inc. in lake 
Oswego, Ore. 
'73 
rtmOthy HigiM (85) has taken a pD!>ition with 
the Wolf Creek Hishway Water District in 
Beaverton, Ore. 
keI;e. KoWtko (BA) has worked II years in 
management and directory service for Pacific 
NOf'Ihwest Bell Telephone Company. 
'74 
v ...... ('74) and Cheryl ('77) Andenon own 
and operate a dairy in Ridgefteld, Wash. They 
have two dau8hters, Allison, ], and Katie, S. 
100M'Yth CoIner (8S) is the manager of 
Portland International Airport. 
IloMtd I. c.tIes (BS). recrived his Ph.D. from 
Nonhweslern University and is now a senior 
engineer with logit:on, Inc. ' to l os ~, 
Calif. 
Continued on ~. 5 
Class lessons taught by expert Professional Ski Instructors of America. 
Sessions include one evening lecture and three half.-day, on-snow 
group lessons. Sessions held mornings and afternoons on Saturdays 
and Sundays, the first three weekends of each month - December 
through April. Only $45, including trail passes. 
Intermediate and Advanced X-C Downhill - $80, including lift 
tickets .. 
Classes limited to 10 students. Ca ll PSU Alumni flOW for details and 
reservations. 
PSU ALUMNI RECREATION 
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BACK ROADS Of RUSSIA 
April 28-May 12, 1985 
Designed for people who 
want to see more than 
Moscow and Leningrad! Tom 
Poulsen, d irector of the 
Central European Studies 
Center, leads this exciting 
tour to exotic Samarkand . . 
Bukhara c .. Tashkent, 
crossroads of ancient trade 
routes to China and India 
... Irkutsk, the "Pearl of 
Siberia" ... Lake Baika l . 
Novosibirsk. A thri lling back 
roads tour of Russia. Superb 
scenery by motor coach and 
Trans-Siberia tra in .. Deluxe 
and f irst class hotels, 
English-speaking guides. Cal l 
today for detailed brochure. 
***** 
HOLLAND IN BLOOM 
May 6-13, 1985 
Consider a one-week escape 
to Amsterdam and 
surrounding countryside! 
Ideal for folks with limited 
time and money. The best 
time to see Holland at the 
height of its spring beauty. 
Economically priced! 
***** 
BEST Of THE BALKANS 
September 1-15, 1985 
Sightseeing begins in 
Belgrade, 4th century 
Yugoslav capital. Then to 
Bucharest v ia Craiova ... on 
to fascinat ing Velika Trnovo 
... and Sofia, 1,600 feet 
above sea level, an 
architectural wonder. Fly to 
Istanbul where Europe meets 
Asia ... minarets and golden 
domes ... Blue Mosque and 
Grand Bazaar. Tour led by 
Tom Poulsen, head of the 
PSU geography department. 
Learn more about the Best of 
the Balkans, by writing or 
calling PSU Alumni, 
229-4948. 
PSU ALUMNI TOURS 
Winning season not a surprise 
to coach whose philosophy is 'believing' 
by Clareoce Hein 
When Portland State's football team 
put together back-to-back wins 
against Western Football Conference 
opponents Santa Clara and Cal State 
Northridge to end the 1984 season 
with the University's first footba ll 
conference championship, it was 
head coach Don Read's fi rst 
opportunity in four years to say, "See, 
I told you so." 
But he didn't say it, even after the 
growing frustration of three losing 
seasons (his team won as many games 
this season as it had the entire three 
previous years). What he does say is~ 
"We didn't win the first three years 
because we weren't good enough. 
We were in the building process." 
Then, repeating the basic phi losophy 
which he says keeps him going! he 
adds, "If you stay in the business long 
enough, and if you believe in what 
you're doing, then you have to 
believe that you have a chance to 
win." 
Don Read's bel ief in his fo rmula 
and in himself was tested during this 
first three seasons at the Park Blocks. 
His Vikings suffe red a combination of 
injuries, an apparent inabil ity to make 
the "big play" and problems with 
concentration. They are a ll hallmarks 
of youth and inexperience, and 
factors which greeted Read when he 
took the job. . 
A low-key, pleas~nt, selr-effacing 
man, Read likes to assert that "Every 
job I've had I've always liked. 
They've been fun for me in one way 
or another." But he readily says about 
coming to PSU in the post-Mouse 
Davis and Neil lomax years, "This 
has been the toughest job, partly 
because Coach Davis had done such 
an outstanding job and partly because 
it was a whole different brand of 
rootball. " 
Where Davis featured a wide open, 
pass-on-every-down kind of offense, 
util izing smaller, faster players who 
often were not recruited by other 
schools, Read's team relies on a more 
traditional "pro-style" attack, 
including tl'le run . In essence, he had 
to start from 5cratch at PSU. Looked 
at in that way, three years to build a 
winning program isn't all that long. 
"We felt like the program was· 
coming along," he says. "We knew 
the kids would be there this year. But 
it's hard for the person who isn't right 
in it to see tbat. They don't see the 
forest for the trees because the 
scoreboard gets in the way." It is a 
long-time axiom in sports that, 
regardless of the qua lity of the effort 
or how close the score, what people 
remember is the win-loss figure. 
"The scoreboard kills you," Read 
says, running his hand through his 
Head coach Don Read uses 
words l ike commitment, 
loyalty, goals . .. but never 
" I told you so." 
" We felt like the program was 
coming along. We knew the 
kids would be there this year." 
unkempt sandy hai r, "because it's so 
fina l. It's just so final. And the 
struggle - the playing through the 
losses and keeping faith - is the 
toughest thing on morale. But we 
tried to work with the young kids and 
sell them on the idea that in two or 
three years they would be winners." 
An added difficulty at Portland State 
is a football schedule dictated by the 
school's status as an NCAA Division II 
school in a four-team league. Many of 
the schools the Vikings have to face 
are NCAA Division I schools with 
more resources and bigger programs. 
This year, for example, Read's team 
was undefeated against other Division 
II teams and 1-3 against Division I 
teams, a fact which assumes added 
significance when you understand 
that next season begins with five 
straight Division I opponents. 
It's the prospect of schedules like 
that which makes coaches focus on 
the "character-building" aspects of 
the game rather than on win-loss 
records. But Don Read is a firm 
bel iever in the benefits of athletic 
competition, wi n, iose of.draw. 
"I always have fe lt that athletics is 
one of the finest forms of education. 
The kind of lessons that are ta ught to 
these kids they can't get anyplace else 
- how to deal with life, with struggle 
and pressure, with discipline. You 
can't get it in the classroom." 
" 1 don' t think footba ll or athletics 
are 'extra-curricular.' I hate those 
words because they imply that 
athletics belong somewhere else. 
Competing in athletics is an education 
and the kids who get it have 
something that carries over into other 
aspects of their lives." 
Words like believing, commitment, 
loyalty, motivation, and gools lace 
Read's conversation as well as the 
many articles he's written on the 
va lue of sports. " I believe in slogans 
and mottos and that words can 
change people," he says. 
Keeping his kids motivated during 
losing seasons was a difficult task. 
" For two years," Read says, "we fed 
our kids on statistics rather than 
scores. We had to point out areas 
b where we were improving and where 
! we were beating our opponents even i though we weren't winning." 
£ In that sense, next year will be 
! ~~t:~~~~:r~~~agl:;:rsh;:o~a~ 
winning team. Next year, his old 
nemesis the scoreboard will be in his 
favor. 
"The scoreboard is a byproduct of 
all the other things you do," he says. 
"If you can keep people believing 
and if all the critical things come 
together, then the scoreboard 
changes ." 
s 
Fit or fat: it's up to you 
Two fitness experts use psu platform to make nationwide pitch for better health habits 
by Cliff Johnson 
As Americans clamor for infonned 
advice on health and fitness, Portland 
State increasingly has the facts and 
figures they want. In recent months, 
two experts under PSU's auspices 
have captured widespread public 
attention with eye-opening statistics 
and predictions about our nation's 
health. 
Did you know, for instance. that 
despite the adult fitness boom, 
American school children are carrying 
around more OOdy fat than did their 
19605 counterparts? Or that the 
reported injury rate among aerobic 
dance instrudOfS in America is an 
alarming 77%? 
Glen Gilbert, on the faculty of 
PSU's School of Health and Physical 
Education since 1977, lately has 
sounded a nationwide alert to parents 
and health educators that. on the 
average, tooay's young people are 
growing up fatter and exercising less 
al school than American children of 
just two decades ago. If it persists, 
Gilbert warns, this disturbing trend 
could endanger the health of the 
nation's children and compromise 
their well.being as adults. 
Gilbert's alert began hitting the 
national media the same week in 
micJ..October that the internationally 
acdaimed father of aerobics 
exercising. Kenneth H. Cooper, 
M.D., headlined a PSU·sponsored 
conference on fitness in the business 
world . Dr. Cooper, who hopes his 
data on aerobics dance injuries will 
prompt some new injury prevention 
techniques, told a packed house of 
conference.goers in Portland that 
proper exercise is the key to reaching 
one's full potential. 
{, 
The two experts differ markedly in 
how they carry on with their work. 
Gilbert, a professor of health 
education, has used the clout of a 
federally.sponsored national study to 
take his important message to the 
public . Cooper, the controversial 
former Air Force surgeon whose 
advocacy of aerobics exercising has 
pushed sales of his books to more 
than 12 million copies worldwide, 
directs the famed Aerobics Center in 
Dallas, Texas, where he gathers 
useful data about health and fitness 
from those who train, exercise and 
are examined there. He then shares 
this data in countless local, national 
and international media appearances 
and public speeches. 
Each man continues with his work 
doubtless aware that only a few years 
are given one to reach the peak of 
persuasive powers and effect the 
greatest societal change. Who, then, 
can fail to see why these men use 
every efficient means to prick the 
public conscience and promote that 
change? 
School children fatter 
For Gilbert, this recently meant 
giving up for two years the job he 
loves tx-sl-teaching-so he could 
work in Washington, D.C. as a 
government project officer for the 
school health study whose findings 
have since made national headlines. 
Confident of the study'S meticulous 
methodology, Gilbert said, "II is clear 
that it is the most rigorous mass 
tesling of children ever done in the 
United States." 
To carry it out, specially trained 
staff trooped into 140 public and 
private schools located in 19 sample 
states across the nation-at times in 
the company of bodyguards who saw 
them safely in and out of tough 
neighborhoods-and quizzed 8,800 
students ages 10 to 17 and their 
school officials about what kinds of 
physical activity young people were 
getting--and when, where and how 
often they were doing it. 
While answers varied widely, and 
survey officials found many 
high-quality school health and 
physical education programs already 
functioning, the evident poor quality 
and infrequency of many others 
caused great concern. The study, 
which dealt with nattonwide 
averages, revealed these facts: 
• American school children are more 
overweight now than they were just 
:t~J:~rs;~~;~en a simi lar national 
• Their percentage o( total body fat is 
up a full two millimeters; 
• Half are not receiving adequate 
physical exercise during school; 
• Attaining efficient body exercise for 
most students is being sacrificed for 
the benefit of the relative few who 
participate in the team sports activities 
(which normally don't carry over well 
into a person's adult years). 
Measuring a s.tudent's degree of 
body fat by the thickness of skinfolds 
can help make long.range predictions 
about whether one is susceptible to 
hypertension, heart cisease, diabetes, 
impaired tolerance to heat, as well as 
other ailments, the study indicated. 
Althoogh the immediate 
consequences of fatter skinfolds found 
in the new study were said to be 
unclear, Gilbert still inlerprets them as 
a warning signal. 
'While I was not surprised that 
American children didn't turn out to 
be very fit, on the average, I was 
surprised that the percentage 01 body 
fat had gone up a couple of 
millimeters," Gilbert noted . " That's 
not a good trend," he continued, 
"and t hope people will listen to that 
and examine what is going on not 
only in schools, but in what chi ldren 
are encouraged to do after school. " 
In order to help parents and 
students determine whether a school 
health and physical education 
program encourages proper 
development, Gilbert suggested 
looking for: 1) an emphasis on fitness; 
2) a program that is fun and enjoyable 
to pursue; 3) one that features 
individual exercises which carry over 
well into adulthood; and 4) a class 
size small enough to allow the 
Individual attenlion which permits 
lifetime skills to be well taught. 
" I feel strongly about these issues, 
and we're not doing enough for 
physical education in this country," 
Gilbert emphasized. "What's 
happening wilh the so-called 'return 
to the basics' is, often·times, they're 
not emphasizing physical education. 
And I see examples of physical 
educatOfS being cut around the 
cO<.Jntry:' he charged. 
kiter habits, better ..... Its 
As PSU's expert on school health 
gets his message out-through the 
classroom as well as the national 
media-PSU's Schools of Business 
Administration and Health and 
Physical Education have made a 
commitment to educate local business 
people about fitness in the workplace. 
For their sixth annual " Fitness in 
Business" conference in October, 
PSU invited Kenneth Cooper to 
present his views on the adult fitness 
boom. Cooper's message was at least 
as vital as Gilbert's. 
At his Aerobics Center headquarters 
in Dallas, over 30,000 
people-including politicians, 
socialites, bank presidents and 
corporate executives-have 
participated in Cooper's health 
assessment and improvement 
programs since 1971 , by his own 
estimation. Together, these aerobic 
Continued on next pqe 
-
exercisers have covered more than six 
million miles of supervised activities 
on the center's 23-acre campus 
without a single death, according to 
Cooper. His fitness advice can be 
taken in that light. 
"You can run a good thing into the 
ground," he noted in an interview 
prior to his recent Portland 
appearance. " If you run more than 
three miles five days a week, you're 
running for something other than 
cardiovascular fitness. II 
Cooper, whose books also show 
readers how properly performed 
cross-country skiing, swimming, 
jogging, cycling and walking activities 
can provide substantial aerobic 
benefits, prescribes the following 
additional advice to help people 
attain what he terms "total 
well-being": stress control, 
elimination of cigarettes, moderation 
or elimination of alcohol and drugs, 
weight control and a balanced diet. 
He also advocates eating about a 
fourth of one's daily calories at 
breakfast, half at lunch/ and the other 
fourth at supper_ 
During his Portland conference 
speech, he told business people, 
health care professionals and students 
that the process of digesting a big 
evening meal, with its consequent 
release of energy during the hours of 
sleep, can be hard on the heart and 
perhaps even fatal to some. Results of 
research on this question are still 
pending. 
AlumNotes 
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Richard L.1I Violette (B5) has joined Karakas, 
VanSickle, OUellette, a West Portland 
advertising and public relations firm, a5 art 
director. He is a former freelance art director 
imd graphics designer for c.omputer. retail and 
electronics companies. 
John McWillim\S (BS) had his short play 
entitled "Cafe Bassarides" selected to be 
performed during this summer's ·'Atelier 
Theatre Bilingue" thealriCal program held 011 
Avlgnan, France. 
'75 
Thorrw Doll (MS) has bef.n named the new 
school superintendent in Monument, Ore. Doll 
formerly taught junior high school classes in 
Portland and administered small schools in 
Montana. He: and his wife have four children. 
Mart ~rdinel" (85)' the City of Portland's chief 
flscal officer, received an award July 26 from 
the Oregon Chapter of the American SocietY for 
Public Administration, citing his \YOI"k in 
implementing the dty's new Urban Services 
Policy. The policy involves the framework for 
Portland's expected annelCation program in East 
MuhnomClh County. 
Judy Proff-Witt (MS), director of student 
SUppor\ ~ices for Warner Pacirlc College in 
Portland, i~ one of three co-authors of "Study 
Skills Series," a computer software program 
designed to instruct students in the art of 
writing a theme p;lpet. c.c. Publications, Inc., 
of Tigard, Ore. publishes 1M serif'S. 
The best time for aerobic e)(ercising 
is toward the end of the day, prior to 
the evening meal , said Cooper. "If I 
e)(ercise then, it's the most effective 
tranquilizer available," he remarked. 
"It relieves the tensions of the day, 
and I sleep berter." Also, it lessens 
the appetite, which Cooper terms 
desirable. 
From his Dallas headquarters, 
Cooper indicated that he and his staff 
are investigating the alarming rate of 
injuries which are occurring with 
aerobic danCing. With some 18 
million women and an uncounted 
number of men reportedly involved in 
the activity now, "the 
(musculo-skeletal) injury rate is 
running aooul 43% in the students, 
and as high as 77% in the 
instructors," Cooper noted. He hopes 
his data wi ll soon reveal how to help 
reduce those injuries. "Otherwise," 
he prophesied, "we can expect the 
popularity and enthusiasm towards 
aerobic dancing to go the way of the 
hula hoop." 
Cooper Center research also 
continues on such topics as brittle 
bones in women, how improved 
employee fitness can benefit business 
productivity, and the role of exercise 
in minimizing the development of 
high blood pressure. 
Still another area of Cooper's 
research dovetails with Gilbert's work 
in youth fitness. In another national 
testing program, this one comparing 
schools across state lines, Cooper and 
Gary Wishirt (BS). considered to.be ooe of 
Northeast Oregon's best watercolorists, now 
lives in Enterprise, Ort". with his wife Jaynee. 
He spends W~ painting in SOU\heil~t 
Oregon, the Oregon COOSI and Hells Canyon, 
and returns to his studio to polin! during the 
winter. 
'76 
Diane Elrod ('82 MSW) has been named 
director of Independent living, Inc. The 
Pendletonl Orf'. organization helps irs 55 
clients, wfJo have long-term mental and 
emotional diso~, 10 live dS Independently in 
the community as possible, 
Rich .. rd Grtllcl! (BA) is a fire Inspec:lor with the 
Ponland Fire Bureau. A football player dunng 
his years at PSU. he also played in this year's 
PSU alumni-varsity footbilll game. His wife is 
former P:SU student Roseanne PelicClno. Their 
daughter, Kristin, is 3. 
DiII\lid MiIIrdI!y {Mm, a former elementary 
school superintendent. has been named 
superintendent of tne Crook County, Ore. 
School District. He and his wife Donita, and 
their two children have relocated to Prineville 
Shelly T_ Olson (BN is teaching physiGlI 
education at Man-linn Elementary School in 
lyons. Ore. 
Lee ~n (85), former award-winning editor 
at the Valley nmes newspaper, Beaverton, 
Ore" has been named associate editor or the 
weekly magazine suppleTnef'lI of The Business 
1oum<11. Portland. 
his people are evaluating at least two 
school districts in each of the fifty 
states, testing fourth to twelfth grade 
students on strength, endurance and 
flexibility. Where deficiencies are 
found, "we expect to be able to put 
some pressure on some of these states 
and school districts to improve and 
upgrade the quality of fitness in their 
students:' he said. 
Results of this project, which is 
supported by the President's Council 
on Physical Fitness and Sports and the 
American Association for Health, 
Physical Education, Recreation and 
Dance, and is funded by the 
Campbell Soup Company, are 
expected by August, 1985. " It's going 
to be an eye--opener for a lot of 
people," Cooper predicted. 
Both men feel strongly about school 
health and its importance in creating 
fit, productive adults. "If we don't 
have healthy kids with healthy 
attitudes and healthy behaviors, it 
doesn't matter how much they learn 
in any other class," said Gilben, 
adding that unhealthy youth are not 
going to be productive either as 
students or as adults. 
The careful research and calculated 
visibility of Cooper and Gilbert have 
broUght some important health and 
fitness facts to light. But ultimately, 
the experts realize that they can only 
help people to help themselves to 
better health. 
So, it's up to you. 
'77 
Oonn.lt K. Geiger (85), employed since 1982 in 
a local CPA firm, also wen! Into business with 
her husbCInO fasf fart. their new firm, -SCientific 
Resources, Inc., specializes In environmental 
consulting work. 
'78 
Pam Arsenault (MA) has returned to her job as 
head of the developmental studies division al 
Highline Community College near Scante. 
Since last Apf'tl , she had used part of a year's 
leave to worlc as a counselor at Mr. Hood 
Community College, Cresham, Ore., where she 
helped begin and direct the Project YESS (Yooth 
Employability Support Services) program. 
Ken Butief <.MFA), a Northwet Portland 
conceptual artist who gives performances 
featuring some of the hybrid muskal 
instruments he builds, displayed some of his 
works al the Oregon Museum of Science and 
Industry (OMSI) Art and Science Fair Oct. 
It-Nov. 4 In Portland. 
Ricfu.rd W. PNrson (MUP) has been named 
city planner by the City of Seaside, Ore. i\s a 
former planning comultant fof the city, he WClS 
resporu;ible for the development of Seaside's 
comprehensive plan. Most recently he wa5 
director of t"Conomic development for 
Tillamook County. 
Continued on p. 10 
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'2,170 per person 
Pack light and be prepared 
to see the rea I Eu rope as 
few Americans dol 
Become a seasoned traveler 
on your first trip ... and do 
it at significant savings, as 
Rick Steves, author of 
"Europe through the Back 
Door," leads us on an 
exciting look inside London, 
Rhine castles, Bavaria, 
Innsbruck, Venice, Rome, 
the Riviera, the wine 
country of France, Paris, 
and more. 
Lectures by Rick Steves 
225 Cramer Hall 
Saturday, January 12 
Rick shows you the 
Jhow-to's' of traveling as an 
European - sightseeing. 
shopping, where to eat, 
where to stay. 
. -,unday, January 13-_ -
You'll explore art, history 
and cultural environments 
of the countries you'll visit 
next summer! 
$25 per lecturel 
$45 for both 
Rick Steves has led tours 
throughout Europe for ten 
years. You'll profit from his 
uncanny knowledge of how 
to travel on a budget, 
literally saving yourself 
hundreds of dollars - while 
seeing Europe as few do. Be 
one of these special people. 
Call or write your PSU 
Alumni Office now for 
complete details_ 
PSU ALUMNI TOURS 
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Today, ., age 38, 8,11 PlymplOn 
f 68) is a nationally known can""",st 
famous for his barlos against Presiden, 
Reagan. HIS craft remains as much a 
labor 01 love- as II was when he was a 
crib-bound infant drawing on walls. 
" I've always wanted (0 be an 
artlst," he says, '·since I saw Wall 
Disney and Warner Brothers cartoons 
as a child." 
It wa n' t until he was a studenl al 
Portland Sla'e, how ... er, lhat he 
began drawing c.artcatures. " 'I was 
Ilte '60s, and you sort 0( had lhe 
feeling you could change Ilte world 
with your cartoons." he saY'. 
AI PSU, he reall., ",learned. lor 
about what I "anted II> do in IemIs d 
a GJreer ." He Ioob bad on Mel 
Katz's life drawing class and An-id 
OrbeI(s graphIC design class .. being 
" really eye-openers." He did hIS firs' 
commercial work on the V.Jnguard 
and earned a degree in graphic 
design. 
After college Plympron moved to 
New York City, firsl to attend the 
School 0( Visual Arts and !hen 10 
launch his career in art-nol .ti a 
canooniSi but as an ilJustr.l1Of (or 
tnaguJne5 and ne-...--spapers ••. h was a 
SlruSIlIe ., ,hat time," he remembers, 
... but it was fun betng in mal 
.Jb'nosphere There was always 
..,.,.,..j,mg going on. somedung 10 
learn Ihrough the museums, humo< 
magaztnes '" newspapers." 
The turning point came in 1974 
when he began dropping off poli'ical 
cartoon strips al Soho Weekly News, 
which !hen began printing his 
work-l", no money. '" was able '0 
wOO on my craft and learn how to 
draw ariatures," says Plympton. " It 
was through this experIenCe that I 
S1aned gelling an audience. Il,ked 
IhaL I. was ",.IIy !hen Iha, I knew 
what , wanted '" do." 
Soon Soho began paYIng PlyrTIjIlon 
for his efforts, and he became "a sort 
of counlCrp;lrl" II> lutes F .. ffer whose 
work appeared al the same time in 
Ilte nv.J1 Vtllage VOICe. " Now lhat 1 
had .n outlet:' Plympton recalls. '" 
saw how I could make a living lust 
doing cartooning." T\'\-'O books 
featuring hiS work-Tube Stnps and 
Medium Ral<'-ilppeared in 1976 and 
1978. HIS conoons began .howing up 
in other publicallons. including 
Wi/lameat- Week In Portland starting 
in 1977. 
By '980 Soho New> had fa'len on 
bad times and was no Ionget' 
publishing. but PlymplOn SIgned • 
contraCI ~,th UnrversaJ Press 
Synd'1Q!e. Today he produces !hree 
cartoon Slops and fYo'Q canca{ures 
weekly, and !he syndicate sends !hem 
'" aboo' 25 new.papers. In ackI'lJOn, 
Plympton's wOOt has appeared in 
such pubflcaltOnS as the New Yorl: 
TImes, HouSI! Beautiful, Penthou5e, 
~(';;;''1ra'm=''B Stone and 
Cantinuod Oft Po 10 
8 
S1'"oRI£S &y 
8<>8 MLU~I.'N ~ 
When he was a stucIen, a' PSU In 
Ilte late l%Os, playing basketball 
with hi. friend 8ill Plympton, Joe 
Spooner 1'681 found himself reluctant 
'" SIucIy an """" though he loved it. 
" It didn' t seem very good as a 
buSiness:' he says. ",'d heard all 
these stories about people hav'ng '0 
wOOt day and night trying 10 get stuff 
published." 
The Ie ... turned out '" he ,rue. bu, 
Spooner, now 38 and devoting 
himself full"me '" a draWIng career, 
obseNes, '" .. ally enlOY rt artistically 
95~ d Ilte time." 
Mer Spooner graduated in 8f3p/lic 
design ,n 1968, he joined Ilte Air 
force and for a time Rew cargo in 
Vtetnam. However. it was also during 
this stint in the Air Force that he 
began praclicing techniques he had 
learned in Fred Cline's life d~win8 
class. 
·'There was a lot of stuff to make 
fun of in the Air Force," Spooner 
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recalls, '1 S1aned cartDooong as a kInd 
d oullet, and Ilte higher..,ps liked it 
quile a btL , made a booklet 01 
cartoons about what went on in the 
Air FOf'Ce. and I gained a little Slatus 
and got ou, 01 a linle work." 
Spooner spell' most of !he '970. 
working off and on at parHlme JObs 
in Portland and San Francisco and 
doing cartoons, as he puts It, "only 
when Ilte tde. strudt me." He 
5lopp<d taking part-time jobs In 1979 
and. since then, his freelance art 
career "has been getting better." 
Today he produces. _'ar 
full_ fNtu", f", MuItnomiJh 
Miog<u,ne, • word-and-ptctu'" 
commentary on fife in Portland. HIS 
work also has appeared In such 
publiCil.t04U as Saturday Revi~v, 
fsqui .. and Gallery magazines 
nalionally, and Willamelte W",*, 
Oteson Magazine, The Oregonian, 
Channel Magazine and the nmes 
publications locally. He also produces 
There was a time, Br1.Ja 
McGillivray admits, when he thought 
he could innuence Ilte pohtics of Ilte 
country with his artistic pen. 
He had experienced Ilte climate 0( 
protesC dUring the war in Vietnam 
when he was a stuclent a' Portland 
Sta'e. He had """" prin,ed his draft 
notice in the Viking in 1969. the year 
he was ,he yearbook's edilor. 
later. as the initial art director of 
Ilte Oregon Times "971-77' and !hen 
of Ilte bi"eekly Califomia-based 
po/ilic:.ll joumallnqully(1977-78), he 
was able '" give expo!SSJOrl '" his 
view\ in the form of cancature and 
pohtical illustration, 
'" was caught up in Ilte penod d 
invest_ ..,...".rISlTl," he recalls. 
"There \'OU ..,.ny had Ilte strong 
feeling ,h., you were calling 
politicians to account where they had 
nol been accomplishing some 
basically good soci.1 and political 
ends." 
However, 'ime has changed !he 
\/jews of McGillivray, now 37 and a 
fun·time freelance illustr.ltor. 
"caricature is not Quite ill devastating 
as , would like 10 "'ink," he says. 
"The most you can do is poke a liule 
semt-VICIOUS fun, but Ilte element d 
fun IS Ilte Ie ....... ing faaor. , 
remember , would do a caricature 
abou, some local politician and !hink, 
Well, , ",ally nailed !his guy: and 
!hen I'd,," • phone call from hIS 
secreI;if)' wanting Ilte ang,nal 
anwOOt. Oh, lhat used 10 infunate 
me," 
As times changed, so did the 
magazines In tv\cGilhvray'5 life. At the 
Oregon Times, he watclhed Ilte "feisty 
little political magazine printed In the 
illustrations for several commercial 
publIcations 
Spooner works out 0( his home 'n 
Southeast Portland where he Ii,,,. 
with his wife Patty and their 
two-year..,ld daugh'er Norah, He 
currently is working with his brother 
Pa' 10 develop a gag comic strip !hey 
can market nationally. 
Spoonor still reee'''''' rerecoon slips 
for hIS WIlfk, and he doesn't relISh Ilte 
experience. "Once, when I sent 
anoons '0 Saturday R .. _, I 
enclosed a multiple choice rejection 
slip !hat said stuff lilee, 'You "-. 
good sense of humor but you .hould 
Ii,re an artist' or '00 you do 
WIndows/' The I10uble WI!h rejeclion 
slips is publication. usually don', 'ell 
you why ,hey don" like your work." 
Saturday RevIeW didn't use hIS 
feJC!ClJon sI,p. They accepted hIS work 
Instead. 
cheopest possible waY' broaden '" 
~ a less feisty, less po/"IGII, 
slick publication with a new name 
10n!s0n M.l8dZ1nel and a larger 
audience. 
HIS contacts Wl,h boIh Oregon 
T;mes and Inquiry helped him later in 
his freelance career, "Art direct"" 
tend to have a high turnover. So if I 
establish a good rel.lionship wi!h an 
an director at one magazine. a few 
years lalet' he's going to JTlO'+-e onto 
iIlOIhe, magazIne lhal I can also wOOt 
for. ~ you know enough an direclOB, 
lhat .. <><b out pretty well." 
McGtllivray left Inquil)'IO launch 
hIS freelance career In 1978, 
rem~ullng In ~ Franosco until 
1983. He now I" .. In 'onh Portland 
wt!h hIS wile Anita M.IIady and their 
two-yeor-old son Owen. McGilhvray's 
wortc. has also appeared in such 
publications as New YOlk Magazine, 
Rolling Slone, New \.1'eslICalifomia, 
~a~':,t;~ ~=e ~;::ution 
" I doo" really think of myself as a 
cartoonist," he says ... , do caricature 
within an illustration framework.. In 
IllustratIOn you aVOId labels and 
balloons and caplions. You'"" IJlI 
only one shoI, and Ilte iIIUSIr.ltion has 
II> Inch .... every tIling. " 
• 
• 
Something wonderful happened '0 
John Callahan in 1983. About ,he 
flme he was completins work on hiS 
£nshsh degree a' PSU, magazines and 
newvspapers around lhe country began 
publishing hiS cartooos. 
" I reel very lucky," he says now. "I 
find ........ '!!p Inll> '''''''' people say, 
'Ate you Callahan? We like your 
war!.. We put it on our ..,rrigoer3to<: 
It's real gratilying." 
life hasn't been easy for Ilte 
33-year-o'd redhead, He suffered 
severe spinal and back injuries in iIIn 
auto accident in 1972, and he has 
been bound to a wheek:hair e\"ef 
since. "It took a 1008 time 10 recover 
from Ilte acciden, physically, menially 
and emotionally," he says. 
Although he has been drawing 
smce he was three yeatS old, Ilte 
"""" of humor came much 
latt!f-"when , lOok care '" a lew 
oIlter !h,ngs in life," he says, 
including uadjustil'18 to my iniury. U 
Thus the accident may ac1ually ha,,, 
contrIbuted ID his success as a gag 
c.rtoonist, and he can now joke, 
''The injury helped in another way, 
too, because I'm already Sitting 
down." 
Callahan earned some money from 
commercia) art in the 19705. but II 
was a' Portland Sca,e Iha, he first 
Conlinuod Oft Po to 
q 
PLYMP10~ 
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Plympton disputes the idea that 
cartooning is easy. " It's hard work," 
he says. "You just keep redrawing 
and redrawing and redrawing until 
you find something that you know is 
right." 
President Reagan is his favorile 
person to caricature--"he's got all 
those lines and he's a constant source 
o( humor." The President is also his 
easiest subject. " It takes me about an 
hour to do Reagan," says Plympton, 
"but somebody hard like Harrison 
Ford-all the photos show him with a 
small chin but he really has a big 
chin--can take me days. It took me 
two days to discover Harrison Ford 
has a big chin." 
Plympton is constanll y on the 
lookout for new ideas. " I'm always an 
open receiver (or something that 
sounds strange or hits me kind of 
funny," he says. Many of his ideas 
come from watching television 
programs that he has recorded on his 
VCR. " I get a lot o( ideas from the 
evening news or Johnny Carson or 
McNeil·lehrer," he says. He spends 
the early part of each week working 
on magazine illustrations or any 
special projects he might have. The 
latter part of the week he reviews his 
TV tapes and produces his artwork for 
syndication. 
AmQQ& his recent special projects 
are a film and a book. The fitm-a. 
five·minute animated anti·nuclear 
feature called "Boomtown," which he 
produced with Fei(fer-is a departure 
for Plymplon, who had toy~ with the 
idea of animation ever since he took 
classes in PSU's now-defunct Center 
CALLAHA~ 
Continued frtl(n p. 9 
experienced success with gag 
cartoons that appeared in the 
Vanguard and the Portland Skanner. 
He also remembers being given the 
opportunity 10 " illustrate Dante's 
Inferno and Spenser's Faerie Queen in 
cartoons for Tony Wolfe's literature 
class instead of doing term papers." 
In the past year and a half, 
Callahan has been producing cartoons 
at a furious rate. " I try to think of 
maybe five ideas at night and then 
draw five cartoons the next day," he 
says. He likes to send out "l 0 new 
ones a week and keep them 
circulating" in addition to the several 
cartoons that he submits weekly for 
his regular features in Willamette 
Week and the Vanguard. In all, he 
estimates he draws 600 or 700 
cartoons a year-"and maybe a 
thousand ." 
Callahan says he sends out SO many 
cartoons that " I even have a 
secretary, my housekeeper, who helps 
me keep track of them because I have 
a very unorganized mind." He figures 
1 0% of the cartoons he sends out are 
held for consideration and 1 % are 
actually published. His work. has 
10 
for the Moving Image. " Boomtown" 
made its west coast debut at the 
Northwest Film Siudy Center in 
Portland last month and is being 
entered in film fest iva ls and the 
Academy Awards competition. " If we 
win any awards," says Plympton, 
"we' ll try to find a di stributor." 
The book, entitled Polls Apart: 
How to Tell a Democrat From a 
Republican, features Plympton 
cartoons on e lection. year politics. He 
produced the 96-page volume with 
writer Kathi Paton--completing all the 
drawings in the single month of 
December, 1983-and Doubleday 
published it in June, 1984. " I've 
heard it's selling well," says 
Plympton. 
While cartoonists are constantly 
vying for the limited space available 
in publications, Plympton unselfishly 
continues to offer assistance to his 
colleagues. The past five years he has 
returned to Portland each summer to 
teach classes at Pacific Northwest 
College of Art and he often asks 
fellow artists to speak to his students. 
This past summer he shared a show 
on caricature at PNCA with Bruce 
McGillivray, a tong-lime friend from 
Portland State, PSU graduates Joe 
Spooner and John Callahan credil 
Plympton with assisting them in 
locating markets for their work. And 
this fall Plympton organized an 
anti·Reagan show in New York City 
featuring name cartoonists from 
around the country. 
Plympton's explanation (or all this 
good wi ll is simple. " It 's a 
compet itive business," he says, "but 
there's a fraternity type atmosphere." 
appeared in such publiqtions as 
Penthouse Forum, AmeriFan Health, 
Stereo World, Accent, caesar's 
World, Easy Rider, Mult,nomah 
Magazine and Clinton Street 
Quarterly. 
" I get my ideas by thinking hard 
about them," says Callahan. "My 
mind is so set up for the gags that it's 
programmed, and so the minute I see 
something slightly humorous my mind 
is triggered into a cartoon." 
Sometimes, of course, his moods get 
into his work. He remembers one 
day, when he was in a bad mood, " I 
did a cartoon for Willamette Week 
about a guy watching the weather on 
the news, and the guy on TV says, 
'Portland area weather calls for severe 
depression with a 30% chance of 
suicide.' 
" I saw that one pinned all over 
town," he says. 
SWIM & GYM 
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'79 
Patty Becke..- ISS) hoa.s joined as an agent with 
New York Ufe Insurance Co., Portland, where 
her husband John ('SO) also is an agent of the 
firm. She formerly was director of communlry 
relations for the Cascade Division of the 
Salvation Army. 
Sister Min.nne Giese! (MS) is the new 
principal at Holy Trinity Catholic School, 
Beaverton, Ore. She came to Holy Trinity from 
Our Lady of Sorrows Catholk School in 
southeast Portland, where she also was 
pl'incipal. 
Ahmed ,abet' ('83 MS) has accepted a position 
with the engineering finn of Sargent & Lundy in 
Chicago, 111. 
John rKkwelI (85) is a missionary appointee 
with the Conservative Baptist Foreign Mission 
Society. He hopes to teach at Bamboo River 
Intemational.5chool in West Kalimantan, 
Indonesia, where he taught for a !thort time 
during 1982-83. He earned a master of ar15 
degree in church education from Western 
COflSefVative Baptist Seminary in 1982. 
'80 
Catmelle Adamcik (BS) has been promoted to 
senior accountant at Kingsland, Schultz and 
Co. in TUillatin, Ore. She specia1tze5 in 
providing LlX and accounting services to small 
businesses. 
les Oedet' (BA) has accepted an engineering 
position with Floating Point Systems, 
BcaVfi1Of1, Ore. 
N~1e G. Hunter (MS) is the new cooroinator of 
communitY SCfVitei al PDrlJand CQI'llmU(1ity 
College's Sylvania campus in southwest 
Portland. Since 1981, he had served as 
coordin;}tor of stutknt affairs at the campus. 
Farshad Mirudeh ('83 MS) has accepted 11 
positioo with the engineering firm of Sargent & 
lundy, Chicago, Ill. He lives in nearby 
Bloomingtoo. 
MMyolllice Russell (,82 MS, '84 MSn has been 
named one of two assistant principals in the 
Onent School District east of Gresham, Ore. 
She previously wooed in the Redlands, Ore. 
School District, where she was a vice principal 
and director of athletics,and student activities 
programs. 
Rebecc. L WarDel..{BA), currently conducting 
researc:h fOf her Ph.D. dissef1i1tion on the 
impact of military Ir;}inmg on the ocwpatklnat 
careers of women, has been awarded lhe 
Wesley Hayes Fellowship and a S700 stipend 
for graduate study al WaWlington State 
University. 
'81 
Donald A. Hundeby (BS), a 22-year employee 
of Georgia Pacific Corp., recenlty became 
group benefits direclor and assistant board 
secl1!lary fOf National Service Industries, Inc. in 
Atlanta, Ga. 
'82 
Morpn AdUnson (Msn is studying sport 
managemenl at the University of Illinois. 
Jeff ~I (BSI is in charge of statewide 
marketing for Unionmutual life Insurance Co., 
with offices in Portland. He also is a member of 
the board of the Oregon Association of Health 
Urldetwriters and is chairman of the 
membership committee for the Nort~ life 
Underwriters Association. 
Chuyl FulLer (BS), a registrar at Warner Pacific 
College in Portland, has been named to fill a 
vacant position on the Clackamas Community 
College Board of Educatioo. She has been on 
the CCC budget committee fOl" three years. 
Formerly a secretary at Rex Putnam High 
School, she is marded;}nd has two children . 
JMMS Gr;ace (8A) W;}S graduated first in his 
class in June (rom the Marine Air Corps 
helicopter flight training school at Pensacola, 
Fla. In August, he was pl'omoIed to the rank of 
firs! lieutenant and Is now stationed at Camp 
Pendleton, Calif. 
Neil Lomax (BS) was named National Football 
Conference piayet' of the week for his 
performance in the St. Louis Cardinals' J 1-20 
victory over the Dallas Cowboys on Oct. 7. 
The Cardinals' quarterback had the best 
yardage total of his career to date, completing 
19 of 29 passes for a total of 354 yards. 
Jul6e Schidleman (8S) has been named a sales 
agent in office proper1ies by Grubb & Ellis 
Commercial Brokerage, Portland. She formerly 
was with Bishop-Hawk Commercial Brokerage. 
'83 
OousJas R_ Anderson (MS) has joined Leland & 
Hobson as an associate. The urban land 
economics and market and devetopment 
analysis firm has offices in Porttand. 
Lawrence Frith (85) reports he is attending the 
University of Chicago this (all, where he is 
beginning work on a master's degree in musk 
composition. 
Robert Hemink rMSn is studying exercise 
physiology al Boston Univooity. 
Paul Sprinz (85) has accepted a position With 
the engineering firm of Sargent & Lundy, 
Chicago, III. 
'84 
Robert farris (85) IS one of two new police 
offkers hired by the City of Forest Grove, ~. 
A former special agent in the Ponland off'lCe of 
the U.S. Marshal's Service, Farris and his wifef" 
Irene, and their 4·year-old daughter recently 
moved 16 Forest Grove. 
8Mbar~ A. Hagserty (MST) teaches business 
dilSses at Sandy Union High School, Sandy, 
Ore. She also is advisor to girls' rally and to the 
local Future Business Leaders of Amenca 
chapter. 
Tracy J~ynes (MST) is studying ad.1pted physical 
education -at the Univooity of Utilh. 
le.neHe Parsons ,'84 MS), Caml Nighlenga.1e 
. ('74, 76 MSWI and Robert O. Brown ('84 MS) 
operate and staif a counseUng service in 
southwest Portland called Life Management 
Programs. The service offen seminars and 
speakers in addition 10 individual and group 
counseling. 
~rtt L ('84) and Mira K. ('83) Vowles are 
buying a home in Lake Oswego, Ore. He 
works for Tektronix, Inc. in Beavertoo, Ore. as 
an operational and production programmer. 
She is a mechanical engineer employed by 
Seton, )ohnson and Odell, Inc. to perform 
commercial and industrial energy audits. 
In Memoriam 
Jad ''Scott'''~('77)diedof 
pneumonia Aug. 3 in a San Francisco hospital 
while on a California tour. He was employed 
as a nev.r accounts officer at First Interstate 
Bank of Oregon, was a board member of First 
ImfTl;}nuel Lutheran Church, and worked with 
speech-impaired children. The family suggests 
remembrances be contributions to the church 
memorial fund or to the Oregon lung 
Association. 
The Rn. Mic~ l. Collins ('69), a ministef in 
the Oregon-Idaho Conference of the United 
Methodist Church, di~ of pneumonia Oct. 15 
in a New Vone CIty hospital. He was 37. He Is 
survived by his patents, a sister, and two 
Vanport 
Reunion '84 
The annual spaghetti feed for 
Vanport alumni was a particularly 
memorable occasion this year, with 
visits (rom "The Father of Portland 
State," Stephen Epler, and Vanport's 
first athletic director/football coach 
Joe Holland. Epler, the man who had 
the vision and the persistence to gel 
Vanport off the ground and lead it 
through its first decade, now lives in 
retirement in Fremont, California. 
Holland, who did everything from 
coaching to directing student 
activities, is also retired and living in 
the Portland area. 
After the spaghetti dinner and 
entertainment by the Muddy Bottom 
Boys, Vanporters went on to the 
PSU-Santa Clara football game, which 
the Vikings won. 
(Pictures, top to bottom): Epler and 
retired Vanport faculty member Roy 
Pearson reminisce; retired history 
professor and dean emeritus George 
Hoffmann greets Vanporter Bill lemman, 
who is now the Vice Chancellor in 
Oregon's system of higher education; Joe 
Holland chats with Vanport baseball 
player Marzaret ("Mugsy") Dobson, now 
PSU's Vice President for Academic 
Affairs. 
Here is a 
supplement 
your current life 
insurance plan - easy, 
economical. Now, during 
a limited enrollment 
period, all PSU Alumni 
under 60 are eligible to 
apply and purchase 
$10,000 to $200,000 of 
term life insurance that 
may be conti nued to 75 
. plus an equal benefit 
amount from $10,000 for 
your spouse and $5,000 
for each of your dependent 
chi ldren. We endorse this 
program as one of the best 
group li fe insurance plans 
on the market today. Apply 
now! Ca ll or write for your 
application . 
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brothers. The family suggest5 remembrances be 
contributions to the AIDS Resource Center, 215 
W. 18th St., New York, N.Y. 10011 , or to !he 
Gay Men's Health Crisis Center, 318 W . 22nd 
St. , New y~ N.Y. l001!. 
Jof1n I. Push ('66), a Pottfand native and a 
drama te~hef and counselor at Aloha High 
School, died Oct 9 in a local (are center from 
complications of a brain IUmor. He was 42. He 
had taught at the Aloha, Ore. school from 1969 
through June of th is year. SUrviving are his 
wife, two sons, a brother, and his mocher, all 
of Portland. The family wggeU remembrances 
be contributions to the American Cancer 
Socidy. 
D.tvid bffdy (Vanport), a lifetime Oregon 
resident. died recently of an apparent stroke. 
He was 59. A resident of Lake Oswego, Ore .• 
he woriced for over 3S years fOf Pacific Metal 
Co. and had ~ as a chairman of the 
American Society for Metals. He is surviV«l by 
his wife, two dauW"lters, a son, a brother and a 
sister. 
}olin P. Roberts ('73) died Aug. 16 in a 
Portland hospital. He had suffered from a heart 
condition and dIed of a heart att;J(k. Roberts, 
38, was ;II probation and parole offICer fOf the 
State of Oreson Corrections Division fOf' 12 
years. t-W is 5urviyed by a daughter, his 
parentS, ;II brother and a sister. The family 
suggests thiU remembrances be contributions to 
a fund for child sex abuse victims at the state 
Children'S Services Diyision. 
lames Schdot ('72, '77 MSW), a clinical social 
worker, died of cancer July 31 in a Portland 
hospital. He was 34. Since April of laS!: year. 
he had been employed with the Multnomah 
County court system's alcohol diversion 
program. He is wrvived by his parents and a 
breihe!'. The family suggests that remembrances 
be contributions to the American Cancer 
Society. 
Speaking of alumni . .. 
by Teresa Ericsson ('83) 
Alumni Correspondent 
Adopt a university . .. 
Strong believers in the sys1em of 
higher education, three alums of 
distant alma maters have adopted 
their new community's growing urban 
university as their own ... 
Patrick Doyle (Notre Dame), Burke 
Raymond (Michigan State University), 
and Susan Siedel (Northeast Missouri 
State University) are a unique pan of 
the record 62 volunteers in PSU's 
1 984~85 Annual Fund campaign. 
Having settled too far away to assist 
their own alma maters, these three 
pioneers view PSU as a vital and 
dynamic part of their new 
community. As Burke Raymond 
explains, " 1 am not a graduate of 
Portland State, but I have an interest 
in PSU because I'm in Oregon and 
I'm in Portland and that currently has 
a lot more importance than where I 
went to school. " By becoming 
involved in PSU's fund-raising 
activities, these volunteers hope to 
help influence higher education on a 
local level. 
This is the kind of dedication and 
generosity of spirit that makes PSU's 
continued growth a reality . As these 
adopting alums show, PSU is a "kid" 
that's easy to place I 
Experience still the best teacher .. 
What do a retired london 
schoolmaster and a PSU alumni tour 
group have in common? One wishes 
to share a lifetime of experiences; the 
other to acquire the experiences of a 
lifetime. 
In April 1983, at a london 
production of "Ali's Well That Ends 
Well," bymond Tew met PSU 
student Ann Kayser, who put him in 
touch with the PSU Alumni Office. A 
former grammar school mathematics 
teacher, Mr. Tew's knowledge of 
British history and his deep affection 
for the City of london made him an 
instant hit with the first PSU British 
Aisles tour group. His face flushes 
crimson as he delightedly quotes from 
Boswell's biography of Dr. Samuel 
Johnson, or shares a bit of wisdom 
from his many travels to the 
continent. The warmth and 
enthusiasm of this pensioner enlivens 
each story he tells, adding a personal 
touch to the tour group's london 
experience. 
By popular demand, he met with 
the second theater tour group in 
October, led by PSU theater arts 
professor and theater veteran Jack 
Featheringill. Mr. Tew now has one 
more thing in common with our 
london group - he has been made 
an honorary PSU aluml 
Serendipitous experiences - that's 
what makes traveling with PSU so 
unique! 
Indulse your appetites .. 
For one undecided PSU graduate, 
some favorite childhood memories 
became the basis of a new career ... 
As a youth, Michael Hagedorn 
('73) enjoyed both classical music 
and his mothers great cooking. His 
interest in music led him to create a 
classical music section for the Music 
Millennium record store. When the 
entrepreneurial urge hit, he began 
doing business out of his home, and 
in 1983, "Cheerables" moved to its 
current site on West Burnside. The 
store grew to contai n its present 
selection of some 1,000 used records 
and 4 ,000 used tapes, as well as new 
and used books. 
Money worries and hard work were 
constant companions in the early 
days. Advertising by word-of-mouth, 
Michael drew enough trade in the fi rst 
seven months to have his mother 
Marjorie and his brother David join 
him in opening a restaurant on the 
premises. 
Described by the affable proprietors 
as a " European-style coffeehouse," 
Cheerables is a warm and cozy haunt 
where music enthusiasts browse and 
home-cooking fanatics indulge. For 
the best deals in music, meals, and 
hospitality, stop by at 300 West 
Burnside. 
STUDY I>. 
TRAVEL WITH ALUM~I 
AIURlnl Bt' Ol' ilt-. C.ud 
2!9-~9~8 
Hitting the wilderness trail .. 
Challenging and exhilarating, 
Nordic or cross-country skiing is a lot 
more than just a means of travel, 
accord ing to a former PSU facu lty 
member. 
Ray Adams, an admin istrator for 
PSU's Division of Continuing 
Education, began cross-country skiing 
eleven years ago to expand his 
backpacking skills. Sinen by the ski 
bus.. Ray soon found himself teaching 
skiing for the Mazamas, and later 
serving as a volunteer in charge of 
their operations. He went on to form 
Timberline Nordic Inc., a Nordic ski 
school staffed with certified instructors 
rated on both knowledge and 
performance by the Professional Ski 
Instructors of America. 
Ray believes that most adults 
approaching ski ing for the first time 
are fearful of appearing klutzy and 
failing in their endeavors. These are 
fears which he and his qualified team 
will lay to rest after the first few 
lessons. 
Classes for PSU alumni are offered 
in the areas of touring, racing (lx>th 
competitive and "fun-runs"), and 
downhill cross-country. To find out 
more about the wilderness adventure 
awaiting you on cross-country skis, 
call the PSU Alumni Office, 
229-4948. 
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Foundation profile 
Anderson's civic concerns include PSU 
As civic-minded as Pauline 
Anderson is, it's a natural (or her to 
sit on the Foundation board of 
Portland's largest higher education 
institution. 
And as visible as the new 
Muhnomah County Commissioner is. 
the PSU Foundation naturally benefits 
from her volunteer association. 
Anderson, who distinguished 
herself as the first woman president of 
the City Club in 1982-83. has 
devoted the last decade to trying to 
improve the life of the city. 
Advancing the cause of PSU is one 
way to enhance the urban 
environment. believes Anderson. 
" I' m a strong believer in urban 
institutions," said Anderson, a native 
of Portland. "The training and 
education needs of the urban 
community are best met by an urban 
institution like Portland State." 
PSU provided Anderson with an 
educational opportunity at a time 
when five children and a sick 
husband kept her dose to home. The 
teaching certificate she earned at 
Portland State in 1967 prepared her 
for a second career. launched after 
her first husband's death. PSU's 
accessibility for adults wanting to 
further their education is one of the 
University' s strongest points, feels 
Anderson, who has an undergraduate 
degree (rom Linfield College and a 
master's in physical therapy from 
Stanford. 
Anderson's civic involvement 
started when eight years of middle 
Pauline Anderson 
school teaching had culminated in a 
" proper bum-out." The volullteer 
credentials she has amassed si nce 
then are impressive. She has sat on 
the boards of 'he YMCA, United 
W ay, Schools for the City, Planned 
Parenthood, Metropolitan Youth 
Commission, Pioneer CourthO\l5e 
Square and Portland Youth 
Advocates. Anderson was invited to 
serve on the PSU Foundation board in 
1982. 
Personal solicitation phase 
of annual campaign wraps up 
Volunteer fund-raisers went out into 
the community in early October to 
share their concern and their 
enthusiasm for Portland State wi th 
prospective donor.>. They came back 
in late November with over $16,000 
in pledges and gifts to the PSU 
Foundat ion. 
" Some o( our vol unteers may have 
lacked e)(perience in fund~raising , but 
they made up for that with their 
enthusiasm," said PSU Development 
Officer Floyd Harmon (791. While 
the total for the personal solicitation 
portion of the annual fund campaign 
fell short of the goal, Harmon is 
confident that the upcoming 
phonathon and direct mall efforts will 
more than compensate for the slow 
stan of the campaign. 
In their one-to-one contact with 
individual and corporate (riends, the 
volunteers raised 21 gifts/pledges of 
$50; 24 Sloo gifts/pledges; 27 in 'he 
$101-5500 category; and 3 $1 ,000 
pledges. Termicold Corporation gave 
$1 ,250, with a pledge of $1 ,250 for 
the next three years, for a Presidential 
Scholarship and faculty development. 
The " 1250 Club" encourages such 
12 
gifts, with $1 ,000 going to a 
scholarship and $250 to a fund to 
assist faculty in their professional 
activities. 
Beginning in Janua.ry, telephoners 
will be calling alumni and inviting 
them to make gifts to their a lma 
mater. last year, the phonathon 
ga,hered .bou' $43,000 in pledges '0 
the Foundation. Around the same 
time, the development office will be 
writing directly to alumni to tell them 
about PSU's financial needs and to 
ask for their help. 
Also In January, MBAs will launch 
their own fund drive, with a 
phonathon and a mailing to fellow 
MBAs. last year's MBA Fund raised 
over $20,000. 
Alumni are encouraged to lend an 
ear to these callers, and consider 
making whatever size gift fee ls 
comfortable. Callers are also prepared 
to answer any questions illumni might 
pose to them about PSU programs 
and expenditures . And, don't forget, 
volunteers are always needed for 
(und-raising, committee work and 
special events planning. 
It is not-an easy job to convince the 
Slate legislature of PSU's importance 
In the economic and cuhurallife of 
the state's largest city, feels Anderson. 
"Fi rst you have to convince the State 
Board of Higher Education . Then it's 
a matter of constant pressure and 
clamor. It has to be said in different 
ways and an awful lot of people have 
to say it" 
Anderson bel ieves that Oregon 
voters were making a statement about 
the value of state~supported higher 
education when they defeated Ballot 
Measure 2, the property tax limitation 
measure "which would have been a 
meat axe. " 
In the same election last month, 
Muhnomah County voters decided to 
give Anderson a chance to help shape 
a direction "for the county. "As the 
county transfers its urban services to 
the city," said the new commissioner, 
"it's time to redefine the county's 
mission. What does the community 
need and what can the county do 
best - most cost-effectively, 
efficiently and humanely?" 
Even though Anderson's 
poliCY-making for tl1e- County will not 
often affect PonJand State directly, the 
commissioner feels that she can help 
create an urban climate in which PSU 
and other schools can prosper. "My 
strong belief in PSU will carry through 
whatever I do," said Anderson . 
Accounting grads 
stage own campaign 
PSU Accounting graduates have 
long memories. They remember how 
private funds helped them develop 
the skiUs and expertise they use 
everyday on the job. Now, with their 
gifts and their time, those grads are 
helping the accounting departmeot in 
its annual (und~raising effort. 
"We are hoping to raise up to 
$40,000 this year," said Richard 
Visse, head of the accounting 
department, which last year raised 
Clround $25,000. Started in 
mid-November, the fund raising is 
accomplished through volunteers' 
personal solicitation of individuals 
and firms in the "publ ic accounting 
arena," Visse noted. 
Part of the collected funds are 
allocated to the Beta Alpha Psi, the 
accounting fraternity , and for faculty 
recru itment. Gifts are a lso used to 
support (acuity memberships and 
involvements in professional 
accou nting' organizations. Faculty 
research and the acquisition of 
additional computer software are a lso 
financed through private funds. 
" These funds have streogthened our 
accounting program, especially during 
budget cuts, by providing us with 
extra resources," Visse said. 
March 21~ApriI6, 1985 
In cooperation with The 
American University in Cairo 
Picture yourself driving along 
the Road of the Pyramids to see 
the Statue of Rameses II. It's 
possible - this spring with PSU 
Alumni Tour.>. 
Plan now to join Did: Halley I 
professor emeritus of econo mics, 
as he leads our tou~ to Cairo t-
· .. Wadi Narrun ... Aswan 
· .. luxor . . on a c ruise of the 
Nile by steamer and "felucca" 
(sail boat). 
We' " visit the Pyramids o( Giza 
· . . the Great Sphinx of King 
Chephren ... 'he Valley 
Temple. We'll lunch at Mena 
House where the Middle East 
peace talks were held in 1978 
.nd 1979. 
We'" explore O ld Cai ro . . . 
coptic churches ... and walk 
through the labyrinthine 50uk 
(baz.ar) of Kahn EI Khalili. 
There will be an excursion into 
the Western Desert . .. in 
luxor, the ancient city 0( 
Thebes, we' ll tr.vel by horse 
carriage to two great temples: 
luxor and Karnak. 
We'll see the "City of the 
Dead," across the Nile from 
Luxor . .. the magic of anc ient 
Egypt will come alive in a 
nighnlme sound-and-Iight show 
at Giza . 
This and much more o( the 
spendors of Egypt await you in 
our tour Ma rch 21 ~Apri l 6. Call 
now for more information and 
reseNations for Egypt in 
Transition. 
PSU ALUMNI TOURS 
Faculty Notes 
Basil Dmytryshynl History, is listed in 
the new, 43rd edition (1984·1985) of 
Who's Who ;n America. He has been 
included in every edition of Who's 
Who in the West since 1970. 
louis Eheto, Foreign languages, is 
doing linguistic research on the 
Hungarian language at the Center for 
Slavic and East European Studies, 
Ohio State University, as part of a 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities Project. 
Orcilia Forbes. Vice· President for 
Student Affai rs, is the new 
president-elect of the City Club of 
Portland. She also serves on the OMSI 
Board of Trustees, the Portland 
Performing Arts Committee, the 
Providence Medical Center Planning 
and Policy Committee, and the board 
of the Western Forestry Center. 
Donold R. Hellison, HP[, has 
authored Goals aftd Strategies (or 
Teaching Physical fduation, a book 
published by Human Kinetics 
Publishers and focusing on "teaching 
people" rather than teaching skills 
and fitness. 
Kwan Hsu, Professor Emerita of 
PhYSiCS, was invited by the Office of 
the Overseas Chinese Affairs of the 
State Counci l to the celebration of the 
35th anniversary of the People's 
I ~~~~~i~ ~!I;t:;t~d~, ~~tn~;i~' 1-
scientific institutes and agencies in 
Beijing and Shanghai to give lectures 
on the research activities of PSU's 
Environmental Sciences and 
Resources doctoral program. Hsu also 
showed slides of PSU, hoping that 
some visiting scholars and students 
will come to Portland State to join in 
research and graduate studies. 
Roy W. Koch, Civil Engineering, has 
recently been awarded two research 
grants. He received a $48,000 grant 
from the ~ational Science Foundation 
for his current research project 
entitled "Generation of Streamflow 
Data for Ungaged Catchments," 
which investigates new techniques for 
estimating hydrologic information at 
locations where none is presently 
available. Koch also received a . 
$1 1,200 grant through the Oregon 
Water Resources Research Institute for 
an ongoing project to apply 
microcomputer technology to water 
management problems. 
Udis k.D. Kristof, Political Science, 
has been awarded a Fulbright grant to 
the Academy of Economic Studies in 
Bucharest, Romania, where he will 
study the non-civilized peasantry. 
Next spring, Kristof will continue his 
Fulbright studies at the Harvard 
Russian Research Center, researching 
the changing attitudes towards 
collectivization of the peasantry in the 
Moldavian Soviet Republic. 
Franz Langhammer, Foreign 
languages, has received the 
Friendship Award of the Federal 
Republic of Germany for his efforts in 
fostering and sustaining friendship 
between the United States and West 
Germany. 
Wendelin H. Mueller, Civil 
Engineering, received a $10,598.40 
extension to his existing research 
contract with the Bonneville Power 
Administration. Mueller is 
investigating the possibility of 
analytically predicting the collapse 
load of transmission towers. 
Ben Padrow, Speech Communication, 
and Elaine Cogan, a former PSU 
student, have authored You Can Talk 
to (Almost) Anyone About (AIm05t) 
Anything. a concise, easy-la-read 
manual for anyone who wants to be a 
better public speaker. The book, 
published by Continuing Education 
Publications at PSU, is available from 
the Division of Continuing Education 
or in local bookstores. 
Don Tang, Business Administration, 
has been sworn in as president of the 
3,300-memiJer Oregon Society of 
Certified Public Accountants. A 
former director of Oregon 
Accountants for the Public Interest, he 
also has been president-elect, 
vice-president, secretary, director, 
and continuing professional education 
instructor for the OSCPA. 
Pavel Smejtek (Principal Investigator), 
Arnold Pickar, Makoto lakeo, and 
Kwan Hsu, PhYSiCS, and A.S. 
Levinson, ChemistrY, are members of 
a research group that received a 
$126,734 grant from the Institute of 
Environmental Health Sciences to 
continue studying the effect of 
pesticides on ion transport in lipid 
membranes, a model system for 
matrix of biological membranes. This 
second grant will take the group 
through March 1985. 
Primus St. John, English, has been 
appointed to the literature Panel of 
the National Endowment for the Arts. 
In Memoriam 
)ilIme5 V. Lill, Professor Emeritus of 
English, died Nov. 9 in his home in 
l ake Oswego. He was 66. lill came 
to Portland State College in 1955 
from Minnesota's Hamline University. 
He earned his Masters from the Univ. 
o! Oregon and his Ph.D. from the 
Univ. of Minnesota, focusing his 
'studies on poet John Dryden. At PSU, 
lill served as faculty adviser to the 
Portland State Review of Student 
Writing (now the Portland Rev;e'N), 
was for two years co-director of 
Summer Session, and was Ading 
Dean of the Division of Arts and 
letters during fall, 1967. Surviving 
Dr. lill are his wife, Patricia, and two 
sons. 
I 
Work bezan at the end of summer'on the nI!W elKlosed tennis courts on the roof of 
the Health and Physical Education Building. Problems with sleel shipments md bad 
weather have delayed lhe $865,000 proiect and completion is anticipated next spt1RJ. 
The project, funded with student buiklins fees and not stlte tlx money, also included 
conversion of half of Shattuck parkins lot to tennis courts. That phase w.s completed 
in time for sood tennis WN.ther last summer. 
Alice Stewart 
Continued from p. 3 
looking back, Stewart says, " I've 
had a marvelous time. I've never 
been short of interest. But I think if I'd 
realized what was ahead of me I'd 
never have done it. We did get 
kicked around pretty badly." 
In trying to understand the 
reluctance of governments and 
industry to acknowledge the dangers 
of even low-level rad iation, Stewart 
keeps coming back to such human 
failings as greed ("you know, no 
tombstones in the industry"), and 
willfulness. " 1 understand that you go 
into the school (near Hanford) and 
there's a mushroom cloud on the 
doormat. And they're proud of it. 
That's the only way they can live with 
it, 1 think. 0lherwise, if they really 
stopped to be worried about what 
they were doing ... you can't 
imagine they could go on, could 
you?" 
As much as she hates to say it, 
Stewart thinks that safety standards 
and public attitudes in general are not 
likely to change until there is "a jolly 
bad accident in a well-publicized 
place. (It) could really PtJII people up 
short." 
What is so refreshing about this 
scientist, who has enough facts in her 
statistical arsenal to make such a 
calamity unnecessary - if only 
people would take notice - is that 
she seems genuinely startled by her 
own findings. "You see, 1 had no 
particular axe to grind," said Stewart, 
whose political involvement begins 
and ends with her membership in the 
(British> Medical Society Against 
Nuclear War. At public lectures, she 
will spend an hour reciting figures 
and interpreting graphs and curves, 
and end with the simple, almost salta 
voce, statement, " If I were you, I'd be 
rather alarmed." 
And yet, the slight. good·humored 
grandmother seems always to be in 
the middle o! a tempest, PtJlled this 
way and that by special interest 
groups that want to eithef vil/ify or 
lionize her. " 1 jokingly always say I 
keep out of earshot ... so I haven't 
really had to become n:eurotic." 
Stewart may be too busy to nurture 
any neurosis. There is usually a new 
project or an imminent discovery just 
around the corner. The epidemiologist 
~h~~~~;:r~~~~:~j:~:~ ~:;e has 
included 1 S million British children. 
In fact, she is on the verge of 
establishing a link between a "missing 
group of leukemias" and the 
mysterious Sudden Infant Death 
Syndrome (5105). 
co~: ~:~a~~i~3e~~~r~;n~:f difficult 
humanism. "I'm a cynical old doctor 
who's accustomed to seeing disease 
in appalling forms, " she remarks. 
"But I hope I'm still sympathetic to 
people." 
With a smile and a wave of the 
hand, she says, "If I were God 
tomorrow, 1 should take every job 
away from the nucrear physicists, like 
that. I'd immediately take all the 
money that's been going into this 
corner of knowledge and put it into 
molecular biology, getting energy 
direct from the sun, strengthening the 
whole basis of education, and 
bringing everybody up to proper 
twentieth century standards. That's 
what I would do." 
It's no wonder she'd like to have 
another thirty years. 
GfT (~\IPL" 
( ~lE"D~R 
-\Iuntn. Ht.'nt'"'' ( ..trri 
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New f.culty who brinl their hst Asi.n specialties to PSU's Intemation.1 Sludie5 
degree prosr.vn ve, from ~ft, Wendy urson, Chinese; Gil l..Itz. Geo&r. phYi P. trid. 
Wetz~, J.p;tne5ei ;mel Launmce Kominz. J~. They wrre introdoced to the 
community this f~l.t • ~ion .t the-J~ Gouden. 
International degree approved 
The picture continues (0 brighten 
for international education at Portland 
~~~~a~~'!~n~~~~::~dp~:o~!f~hrs 
fall of an undergraduate degree 
program. 
Earl Rees, Interim Director of 
International Studies, said he is 
optimistic that the degree program 
will be in place and operating soon. 
He pointed o ut that the courses are 
nearly all in place already and the 
faculty has been strengthened by four 
new members with expertise in East 
Asian subjects. 
"It's natural that we should 
enhance our study and understanding 
of this area of more than one billion 
people:' Rees said. " It's hard to 
ignore it. There is a natural 
connection with the state of Oregon." 
The Bachelor of Arts degree 
program will also feature 
concentrations in latin America, 
Middle East, and Central and Eastern 
Europe. 
At about the same time the State 
Board approved the PSU intemational 
studies program, Oregon governor Vic 
Atiyeh signed a Sister State agreement 
with Fujian Province in China, 
creating even more interest around 
the state in East Asian studies. The 
governor gave further impetus to 
PSU's international studies future 
when he unveiled his "OREGON 
Plan" after Thanksgiving. Included in 
this tax reform plan was a strong call 
for support of the Institute for 
International Trade and Commerce at 
PSU . 
Rees said the presence on campus 
of the Institute adds another 
dimension to intemational studies. 
"We're excited at the prospect of 
working in cooperation with the 
Institute, particularly in connection 
with East Asia," he said. 
The Institute will operate its first 
year under James Manning, whose 
international marketing programs at 
PSU produce the majority of persons 
hired into the international business 
scene around Oregon . Manning is 
working with two Associate Directors, 
Lloyd Porter, director of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce District 
Office in Portland, and Basil 
Dmytryshyn, a history professor at 
PSU. 
The Institute was begun with 
S230,000 in "seed" money (rom .he 
state legislabJre. Since then. 
Congressman les AuCoin has sought 
additional seed funding (rom the 
federal government. 
0;_ 01 the lmtitut. "" lnt ..... tioMI T ..... """ Cornmor<:o: Lloyd """e<, lim 
Monnins """ 8 ... 1 Dmytryshyn. 
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Briefly . .. 
President evaluated by Chancellor 
William Davis, Chancellor of the 
State System of Higher Education, was 
i ~;t~:~:~n~~r~~i~~~~~:rregular ~ evaluation of PSU President Joseph ~ Blume!. Davis met with more than 
1; 100 persons including administrators, J faculty, campus groups, students, 
alumni, legislators, city officials and 
representatives of the business 
community. 
The chancellor is required to 
evaluate the eight institutional 
presidents at regular intervals. 
Presidents at sose and UO also are 
being evaluated this academic year. 
Engineering Ph.D. approved 
Graduate education in the 
metropolitan area will be enhanced 
when PSU begins offering a Ph .D. 
degree in Electrical and Computer 
Engineering, approved recently by the 
State Board of Higher Education . The 
doctoral program, PSU's first in the 
engineering disciplines, will have two 
major thrusts: the detection and 
control problems associated with the 
replacement of the human senses by 
Giusti Tourney 
brings action 
to Coliseum 
Nationally-ranked women's 
collegiate basketball comes once 
again to Portland's Memorial 
Coliseum Dec. 16, 17 and 18, as 
Portland State plays host to the Sixth 
Giusti Tournament of Champions. 
This year's line-up of teams includes 
Alabama, Clemson, Wyoming. 
University of Portland, Oregon. 
Oregon State and host Portland State. 
First-round adion begins Sunday 
afternoon at 1 p.m., and continues 
with four games a day until the 
championship contest at 9 p.m. 
Tuesday, Dec. 18. The (irst day's 
pairings Includ<>: Alabama·Unlversity 
of Portland; Oregon-Indiana; Oregon 
State-Clemson; PSU-Wyoming. 
An integral part of the annual Gi usti 
Tournament is the basketball cl inic for ' 
students of all ages. This year's clinic 
is set for 9 to 11 :30 a.m., Monday, 
Dec. 17. at the Coliseum. During the 
clinic, national experts and players 
demonstrate fundamentals and offer 
.ips on how '0 play .he game of 
basketball. 
The booster group (or the Giusti 
Tournament, the Club of Champions, 
is recruiting members. A SSO 
donation brings a pair of choice 
reserved seats for the tournament, and 
an attractive club sweater. 
Tournament tickets in a variety of 
formats and information about the 
Club of Champions are available from 
the University's Athletic Development 
Office, 1633 SW. Park 1229-4000). 
Tickets also are available from C.1. 
Joe's. 
computers (such as in roooties); and 
energy systems and appl ied 
electromagnetics, building on past 
work with the Bonneville Power 
Administration and the U.S. 
Department of Energy. 
Social Worle receives accreditation 
The graduate program in PSU's 
School of Social Work has been 
accredited for the maximum 
seven-year peri~ by the Council on 
Social Work Education. The program, 
established in 1962, was first 
accredited in 1964 and again in 
1974, while the undergraduate 
program in social work was 
accredited three years ago. "This 
makes PSU's two programs the only 
accredited undergraduate and 
graduate schools of social work in 
Oregon," said Social Work Dean 
Bernard Ross. 
Grant will establish new center 
The School of Socia l Work and the 
Regional Research Institute were 
recently awarded a $ 1 mi ll ion grant 
by the National Institute of 
Handicapped Research and the 
National Institute of Mental Health . 
The grant is for establishing a national 
center to improve services for severely 
emotionally disturbed children and 
youth, said Arthur Emlen, director of 
the Regional Research Institute. 
Performing Arts 
CABARET 
12:30 pm, Parkway Commons North, Smith Center, Free 
Dec. 5 Rodgers Christmas Choir 
CONCEITS 
OK. 4 University Chorus & Orchestra, Bruce Browne 
& Gordon Solie directing • .$2.50 general 
admtsslon; $1 students, Sf. adults. 8 pm. 
lincoln Hall Alld 
Dec. 5 f'SU Symphook: Band, William Tuttle 
directing. Noon, lH Aud., Free 
J.tn.27 The Florestan Trio. 4 pm. lincoln Hall Aud. 
(all 229-3105 foradmiS$iOn prices & details. 
BROWN BAC CONCERTS 
Noon, 7S Lincoln Hall, Free. 
Dec. 4 Lincoln Hall Chamber Players (PSU faclIlty) 
Dec. 4) PSU Madrigals, David York conducting 
DANCfSERIES 
Call 229-3131 for information; 229-4440 for tickets. 
Nov. 30, ''Cwinyai,'' music, song & dance from 
Dec. " 2 Zimbabwe. $6 geroeral admission. $S students. 
sr. adults. Shattuck Studio Theater (room 112 
$hattvck HaU), Fri. & Sat. at 8:30 pm. 
Sun. al3 pm. 
)an. 18, 19 lar lubc),· .. ltch Dance Company from 
New York . .$10 genefal; S9 students. 
sr. adults. 8 pm. Uncoln Hall Aud. 
fRIENDS Of (HAMIEl MUSIC 
8 pm, lincoln Hall Aud., S10 genetal, 55 students. Call 
229-4076. 
Dec. 1 Rogeri Trio 
feb. 18 FitZwilliam String Quartet 
PSU GUIT~ SERIES 
8 pm, Uncoln Hall Aud. 55 general; $3 sr. adults, students 
Dec. 1 .... SCott Kritzer 
J~, 26 ..David Tanenbaum ' 
PIANO IfCITAl SERIES 
8 Pfl). lIn<;Qln Hall Aud. General admission $9; Sr. adults, 
PSU tacultylstaff 17.50; Students $6. Call 229.;.4076. 
Jan, 10 !robert Taub: In 1982 'named "young mus~cian 
to walch." Taub has been lui filling lhe 
P'ophocy 
feb. 16 Radu lupu: Portland debut of one of the 
world's most sought·aft~ pianists~ win~ 
of rile 1966 Clil)um Competition 
THEATOl ARTS 
OK.4-I New Plays In ProgI'dS Series. with this year'~ 
"Help Wanted" by award winning playw-righl 
Martin Kiffil!ldorf, directed by Patlli~ Peotter, 
Studio Thea..ter(115tincoJn l'fall}. 
Call~294612 
hb.I,9: 
1~16; 
:n·2l 
"Medea," freelv adapted frOm EUripides by 
Robmson )effers. COlli 2294612 for more 
information. 
Lectures 
fOREIGN LANGUAGE COUOQUIUM 
Jan. 9 '7he Raj Quarret of Paul 
Scott & Engli~ Problems in India," 
Shellev Reece, Fnglish 
~. 16 ''Choosirjg a SUJdy AbOard 
Program," Charles M, White. History 
'<1ft. 21 "Sufism. East & West." 
Kazem Tenrani, Persian ~ion 
Jan. 30 "The Modern (Re)8irth of 
German Science Fiction." 
William Fischer, German section 
FORUM 
The sa:ond ofa two-part forum on "The Embrace of the 
Motherland: China & the Futures of Hong Kong & Taiwan." 
Call 229·3049 
Jan. 4 Leonard Unger, last U.S. Ambassador to the 
Republic of China on Taiwan, discusses the fate 
of the Nationalist-controlled island. 
Special Events 
POnRY 
Nornidand (Smith Center basement, room 26), Free. Call 
229-3045 for information. 
Dec:.7 Open Mike. 7-6:30 pm; Oregon's Pool 
Laureaie Vern Rutsala read~ his own 
\o\IOrk starting at 8;30 pm. (Those interested 
in reading during Open Mike should 
arrive by 6:45 to Sign up.) 
MEDIEVAL MERRIMENT 
Dec. 8 Dessert & beverage served m a MedieVal 
atmosphere enlivened by !.Ironing 
minstrels & players. Call 229-3011 
DANCE 
for admission info. 6 pm. Smith Center 
Ballroom. 
7 pm·Midnight, Smith Center Ballroom. $ !.SO genera'! 
admission; free to PSU students with valid I.D. Beer Garden 
available for those of age. 
Jan. 12 HispaniC Student Union presents dancing with 
two bands. CaU 229-4505 for more 
information. 
Campus Notes 
Dec. Il Fall Commen<;emenl 
Dec. 25 Christmas Holidav. University CIQ'it'd 
Jan. 1 New Year's Holiday. Universitr Closed. 
Jan, 7 ~al registration, winter term, 
Evening d;m.es begin {4 pm & later) 
Jan. a Day dams begin. Also, Sr. Adult 
Reglstratronbegins at theSr.l\duh 
Learning Cenler (I37 Neuberger H~I, 
229-4739) for those 65+ ona 
space-.:lvailable, flOo'<:redlt, 
no-tuition basis. 
feb. 11 PSU classified wff holiday. Clitsses 
will be hetd. 
M#ch 4-15 Spring \erm advallCe registratiOfl. 
Visual Arts 
UTTMAN GALLERY 
Regular gallery hours: 12-4 pm, Mon·Fri" 250 Smith Center, 
, .... 
Nov. 27· SCANFE5T: An eMhibit of work by artists of 
Dec. 20 ScandinaVIan descent. Opening rec~ion 
Nov, 27. 5·7 pm, 
AMERICAN,. aRITISH fiLM COMEDIES 
7:10 pm, 75 lincoln Hall. Free 
Nov. 30 "The loved One." Satire 
Dec. 7 "The Party," with Peter Scllefs 
EASTERN EUROPEAN CINEMA 
7;30 pm, 75 lincoln Hatl , Free. 
Dec. 1 "WR; Mysteries of the Organism," Yusos!avian 
DK.8 "love Affair" or "The Citse of the Missing 
Switchboard Operator," Yugoslavian pseudo· 
documentary of a criminal inv~tigation. 
WftITE GAllERY 
Regular gatlery houl'5: 8 am.a pm. Mon·SoiL, 2nd flOOr Smith 
Cen1er, south, Free. 
NOY.27· Color still·life photography by Ryan Bonet 
Dec. 20 Opening reception Nov. 27, 5·7 pm. 
Sports 
WOMEN'S VIKING BASkET8ALL 
7:30 pm (except where noted), PSU's Mdin Gym. $3 general 
admission; $1 .50 high school age & under. Asterisk 1*) 
indicate5 Mountain West Conference game. 
DK.$ St.Martin's 
Doc .• Arizona,2p.m, 
Jan. 10 ·Weber Siale 
jm. 12 "'daho State 
1M. 24 "EastemWashlngton 
Jan. 26 "Idaho 
feb. 2 *Boise State 
feb.S Oregon State 
hb.14 "Montana State 
feb. 16 '''''\onlana 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
Dec. 7-8 NCAA Final 4 al PSU's Main Gym. 
Call 229-4000 fOf' information 
GIUSTI TOURNAMENT 
Women's b.uketball at its best. CaU 229·4000 for 
inf()(mati~. 
~. lft..18 Alabama, Clemson, Indiana, Wyoming, 
Oregon, Oregon State, Portland State, 
U, of Portland, 
IASK£T1lAU CUNIC 
9·' 1:30 am, Memorial Coliseum. cau i29-4000. 
Dec. 17 For $2.50 students. $5 .adults, see some of the 
nation's greatest expertS. as welt as 
g.ain genetal adm~ion to the afternoon 
& evening Giusti Tournament sessions. 
15 
PSU tXXJkstore 
531 S. W. Hall St. Portland, Oregon 97201 (503)226-2631 
Regular hours are 8:00-6:00 Monday through Friday 10:00·4:00 Saturday 
rPm 
I\!rspective 
P.O. Box 751 
Portland, Oregon 97207 
Non-Prolit Organiulion 
u.s . Poslage 
PAID 
Por1tand. Oregon 
Pennil No. 770 
ADDRESS CORRECTION 
REQUESTED ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------, 
MOVINGl 
Send this label (or copy of it) 
with your corrections to: 
Portland State University 
University Relations Services 
P.O. Box 751 
Portland, OR 97207 
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